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Antonio Luis Sapienza
recalls the short history of
Llovd Aereo Paraauava S.A.

Gerry Cole with latest news
about models and modelers.

(1/144 scale 727 of ATA by Tony
Schnoidor at right)

K^n Taylor shows wings '.4-

from tlie former Soviet Union
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The CAPTAIN'S LOG will publidi members' want, trade and sale notices in

the FLIGHT EXCHANGE scctioa at no diargc. Send details to FLIGPri' EX

CHANGE at the Jacksonville address (shov-n at left). Please list the infonnation

a separate dieet of p^cr. DO NOT include this infonnation wth a letter or v\ith

your membership renewal. If FLIGHT EXCFIANGE informatico isnot salt

sqiarate died of psqicr, there is no guarantee it will be published.
A fee applies for advertiscmaitsplaced bv commercial vaidors.
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CONTRIBUTIONS ARE WELCOME
r:PAUL F. COLLINS

President & Membership director
13739 Picarsa Drive

JACKSONVILLE, FL 32225, USA

Tel. 904-221-1446

All members and other interested parties who wisli to contribute articles, pic
tures or other material that is of interest to tlie members of the WAHS, arc invited to

said their contributions to the Associate Editor who handles that subjed (see Edi
torial addresses below) or to send it to the main editorial address. Be sure to in

clude your rdum address. All material will be handled witli the utmost care and

will berdumedto the sender immediately after publication. Tlic Editor welcomes
ideas and suggestions for subjects to be featured in the CAP'TAIN’S LOG.

Airline Modeling:

28. "Flattened tires

for the DC-3, plus a

new Fokker 100 kit,

by Gerry Cole.

2. Take-off Talk

by the Editor.
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Report from the Field:

3. Denver Airport
Richard Fedorco looks

at the new Denver Air

port, now in service.

European section

FRED J. HEMS, Secretary/Treasurer
Triskele, 7A Hatton Road

BEDFONT, Middlesex

England, TW14 8JR

DEADLINES AND PUBLICATION DAl'ES

The CAPTAIN'S LOG ismailed quarterly to all members ofthc WAHS. Oiu
deadlines for coDtributions are 01 FEB. 01 MAY. 01 AUG and 01 NOV. 'llic

issues arc mailed out qipro-ximalely 4 to 6 weeks later. The CAFTAIN'S L(5G is

mailed by permit mail in the USA, so please allow arrqilctimc for dclivciy. Mem
bers outside the USA who want to receive their issues by First Class mail must pay
an extra fee. as listed below.

United Air Lines Boeing 737-222, N9063U, Msn.
19934/137, at SDF (LouisviHe/Sandiford Field) in MAR

95, by Fred Del Monico of Elizabethtown, KY. More

SDF photos by Fred can be found on page 26.

31. A Special Cup
by the "barf bag man,
Niek Vermeulen.Editorial staff: see below

Wings & Things;

7. National Airlines

Its crew and kiddie

wings, plus capsule

history, by Dick Koran.

€aVIPTaVIIN'’S ILO'GMEMBERSHIP FEESThe CAPTAIN’S LOG is the official publication ofthc WORLD AIRLINE MS-
TORICAL SOCIETY (WAHSV The WAHS is open to all persons and groups
interested in the collecting of airline memorabilia and in the ^dy of airlines and
airliners, past and present. The WAHS has members on all continaits. The CAP
TAINS LOG publishes articles, photographs and other illustrations about these
subjects.

Members arc urged to report any changes of address promptly to the WAHS
(address above) to be as.sured of receiving their copies of the CAPTAINS LOG.
The postal dqiartmcnts in the USA and many other countries will not forward
permit mail or secccd-class mail. If wc do not have your cxjrretl address, you may
not receive your copy of the CAPTAINS LOG. A charge of $4 will be made to
have a replacement copy madecl There will be no cxcgition to this charge.
WAHS memberdiips e.xpire at differait times during the calender year, depend

ing on whoi you joinecL You will be notified before your mcmberdiip oqiircs.
Please said in your raiewal as early as possible so you went miss a single issoie of
the CAPTAINS LOG.

Airline Dinnerware:

32. ABCO (Part 2)
Richard Luckin com

pletes his review of this
supplier to the airlines.
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Post Card Corner:

12. Golden Oldies

postcards from the

Regional and Third-level
by Allan Van Wickler.

$20.00 (Add $12.00 for air mail)
All rates are hstedinU.S. dollars andmavbcnaid by cheque drawn on aU.S.

bank or by Intemalional (postal) Money Order (IMO), payable in U.S. dollars.

A ODc-ycar membership in the WAHS ecjuals four issues of the CAPTAINS

LOG in the first year and 12 montha/four issues in subsequent years. When you

join the WAHS, you will besoit all issues ofthe CAPTAINS LOG for that ealaidcr

What Is It?:

35. Russian Wings
New states, new air
lines and, of course,

new wings, says
Kpn Taylor

Readers are reminded that the WAHS and the

CAPTAIN'S LOG are both non-profit, all-volunteer
organizations for which a few give up much of their
spare time for the benefit of many. Your editors (see
indide front cover) welcome contributions in the form

of copy, information and photographs for inclusion
in the CAPTAIN’S LOG. However, no payment can
be made for these contributions.

year.

Airline Schedules:

16. Frontier Airlines

A pioneering Regional,

1950-1970 by
George W. Cearlev Jr.
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Sticker Chatter:

38. Scandinavia and
the Middle East are

featured prominently by
nr>n Thomas.,
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Schedules	

Book Reviews	

Airline Modeling	
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Postcards	
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Worl(j Airline Profile:

24. LAPSA

History of a short-lived

Paraguayan airline, by
Antonio Luis Saoienza.

Junior Crew Insignia:

42. ERA and UPS,

plus Leisure Air, are the
only new issues, says
Sltan Baumwald.Photo Corner:

26. UPS at SDF

Highlights at Louisville

during the Christmas

parcel rush, by Richard

Fedorco with photos by
Fred Del Monico.

43. WAHS Mews

Paul Collins keeps us

up to date.

(^1995. All contents ofthe CAPTAIN'S LOG is
strictly copyrighted. © Copyriglit of all original
material in the CAFTAIN'S LOG remains with the

creators and/or owners of said material. Reproduc
tion of this material is strictly prohibited without

prior written permission by the copyriglit holder(s).
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At the same time I welcome Van as our new postcard editor.

Van lives in Virginia and will give the column a slightly different

focus as he intends to concentrate on bringing you "Golden Old-

ies"-type cards, based on his large collection accumulated during

the many years he travelled around as part of his job. His column
with postcards from U.S. third-level and commuter airlines in
this issue sets the tone for what is to come.

XrAVii\iE-crr taVilie
NAuthor's note:

By the time you read this,
the new Denver International

Airport will have ifnally opened.
a United Air Lines employee,

I have waited with great antici

pation for the move into the new
facility The following article will
not delve into the long and wind

ing road of the reasons for the
delays. That task will fall to the
courts and the newspapers to

untangle. Instead, I will be ex

plaining how the facility works.

NA NEW LOOK
I

We are starting the 21st year of the CAPTAIN’S LOG with a

new look. As you can see, this issue has been produced on a laser

printer, rather than on the dot-matrix printer with near-letter ca

pability I have used until now. I hope this is only the first step in
improving the appearance of the Log as I am exploring the capa

bilities of my new PC and am learning how to use the Pagemaker
5.1 program, which is new to me.

N
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Welcome on board. Van! I hope you'll enjoy the flight and will

become a frequent traveler.

We open this issue v/ith a feature report on the new Denver
International Airport. Yes, it has finally opened for operations

and our photo editor Richard Fedorco, who works there for United
Air Lines, takes us on a guided tour. Rich also contributes his

customary selection of airliner photographs. This time he looks at
the Christmas parcel movements at the UPS hub at Sandiford
Field, Louisville, Kentucky through the eyes of photographer Fred
Del Monico.

From Richard Luckin comes the second part of his story about

major airline dinnerware supplier ABCO Trading, He shows
some of their successful patterns, but also some of the ones "that

didn't make it" for one reason or another. Personally I find these

latter patterns just as fascinating as those in the first category
because of their rarity.

The third (but certainly not least) Richard on our staff Richard

Koran, takes a look at crew wings of the late National Airlines

and also provides a capsule history of the carrier.
Model editor Gerry Cole fills you in on the "flat tires" for the

DC-3 and on other kit and decal news.

Don Thomas has a series of new airline labels and stickers to

show, particularly from Scandinavia and the Middle-East, thanks
to his worldwide net of correspondents.

George Cearley uses his schedule column in this issue to focus

on Frontier Airlines. Perhaps more than anything else in this is
sue it made me realize how many of the names of yesteryear would
have disappeared from the airline scene without a trace were it
not for collectors like us in the WAHS. .

Stan Baumwald had only slim pickings to choose from this
time, but he shovv^ us the little that became available.

Ken Taylor came through with a collection of wings from the
airlines in the new countries that once made up the Soviet Union.

Like the Frontier schedules column, it is a sure sign that things
never stay the same very long in the airline industry. It is one
reason why we all should keep collecting everything we can -
and do it today!

I
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Sharp-eyed readers among you have probably noticed that re

cent issues of the CAPTAIN'S LOG have contained some fewer

pages than the 64 we've been running for the past few years. The
major reason for this is that membership has remained fairly stag
nant while production costs and postage have gone up. It points
to the need for more members. I would very much like to bring
the Log back up to 64 pages per issue and use more photos (per

haps color), but this cost money, and lots of it.
In printing, as in most other forms of production, the up-fi"ont

costs are the heaviest of the process. Screening photographs,
shooting page negatives and setting up the press is much-more
expensive than the paper required to run off an extra 1,000 copies
or so.

us
by RICHARD J. FEDORCO II

Passenger bridge between the main
terminal and Concourse A is high

enough to let 737s taxi underneath.
(All photos by the author.)

Only more members can provide this extra up-ffont money
needed for a bigger CAPTAIN'S LOG.

Another step we have taken toward a better-looking CAP
TAIN'S LOG is the use of glossy paper stock, beginning with the
previous (\\^nter 1994/95) issue. This paper stock costs slightly
more than the matte stock we have been using since the begin

ning, but I believe it is worth it. It not only improves the "feel" of
the magazine, it also results in better reproduction of the photos.

We have said it before, but it bears repeating; the best way

you, our members and readers, can help us continue on the path
of improvements, is by enrolling new members. Wouldn't it be
great if each of you could sign up only one new member in the

next 12 months? We'd be doubling our membership and could

easily triple the improvements to the CAPTAIN'S LOG.

The New Denver International Airport;

finally open for business
FAA TOWER:

The FAA tower has 33 storeys and
is the tallest FAA structure in the conti
nental U.S. The foundation reaches a'
total of 94 ft below the ramp surface.
Located next to Concourse C. the tower
offers a three-mile radius view of the
airfield. On very'clear days, a viewing
radius of more than 100 miles is not
uncommon.

Controllers in the cab will direct air
craft with the help of directional light

ing installed in the taxiways as well as
with*Air-Surface Detection radar Equip

ment (ASDE). The ASDE unit resides on

top of the tower and can track virtually
any moving object travelling on the air
port grounds (at least one that is larger
than a jackrabbit, I am told).

The most-interesting feature is the

ability to clear three inbound aircraft for
Cat. Ilia approaches at the same time.
This makes DEN one of the most user-

friendly airports in foul weather in the
world.

Denver International Airport is the
first completely new airport in the United
States since DFW opened in 1973. It
will retain the DEN code once Stapleton
closes, and at present uses the weather

station code DVX. After several well-

publicized delays, the facility finally
opened on 28 FEB 95.

only 5/8ths of an inch thick. This roof
weighs 400 tons and is supporteed by
10 miles of steel cable and 34 "masts."

Parking for 15,000 cars on both sides
of the teminal eliminates the need for

stallite parking.

Check-in and baggage claim are lo

cated on separate levels with United,

American, Northwest, Mesa, America

West and Midwest Expresss on the west

side of the terminal. Continental,

Mexicana, USAir, TWA and all other

carriers occupy the east side. Between

the ticketing/bag claim areas is an atrium

with 216,000 square feet of shops and

eateries. Located here are the security
check and the descent to Level 6 where

underground electric trains transport

passengers to their councourses.

These trains were built by AEG

Westinghouse and are similar in design
to those at MCO and TPA. All trains are

computer-controlled from the adminis

tration building located just to the north
side of the terminal. Trains will leave

the terminal every two minutes and stop
at the center of each concourse.

Denver International occupies more

than 34,000 acres of land (53 square
miles) and lies approximately 28 miles
northeast of downtown Denver. It is the

largest airport in the U.S. and can eas
ily contain the total land areas of
Stapleton, Dallas-Ft.Worth and Chicago
O'Hare within its boundaries. It meas

ures twice the size of Manhatten Island

and lies 5,341 ft. above sea level. On

opening day five runways were avail
able which surrounded three concourses

with a total of 87 gates, the main ter

minal and a 327 ft-high FAA control
tower.

WHAT'S INSIDE?

The major news in this issue is that we have a new postcard

editor; Allan M. Van Wickler
After not missing an issue in nine years. Bill Demarest has

stepped back to devote more time to his job and especially to con
tinuing his studies. On behalf of all our members and readers, I

thank Bill from the bottom of my heart for all the time and energy
he has given to bring us the latest in postcard news all those
years. Putting the Log together without you would have been a lot
more difficult for me without you, Bill. THANK YOU!

1 am sure all our readers will join me in wishing you the best
of luck with your studies.

I am happy to say Bill has agreed to remain available to pro
vide me/us with postcards from his "Golden Oldies" collection
by special request to illustrate future articles in the Log.

This is the last issue of the CAPTAIN’S LOG before our an

nual Airliners International convention in Phoenix. I'll be there

and I hope to acquire a lot of new material - mainly books and
photos, although this time I'll also be on the lookout for postcards
of airliners from the former Soviet bloc.

I hope to see many of you in Phoenix.

TERMINAL:

The Elrey Jeppesen Terminal is lo

cated on the south side of the airport.

Covering the more than 1.4 million
square feet of space is a Teflon roof

CONCOURSES A, B & C;

Concourse B is occupied by United

Airlines and its United Express partners.

With 42 gates, it is the largest of the

2
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Right: Concourse A during construc
tion.

Right, below: The interior of Con

course B, looking east.
Below: The FAA tower, located above
Concourse C.

Left: The United Airlines line mainte

nance facility.

juice and strong coffee I, my co-work-
ers Steve Mayo and Agnes Hunt and
about 50 other employees from vari
ous departments boarded UA Flight
9420. It was open seating and I hopped
into 20F and primed the camera. We
pushed back at 0545, just as daybreak
was approaching. The weather was not

very good, with a low and misty over
cast hanging around until well after the
flight was over. After the required safety
briefing by the cabin staff, the 737-222
took off from Runway 35R a few min

utes later. The captain immediately be
gan to set up for his approach at DIA.
At the Initial Approach Fix (lAF) the auto

land system was switched on and the
aircraft proceeded to land itself on Run
way 34R at DIA. As we began to "roll
out," the auto-land was turned off. The
pilots retracted the flaps into takeoff
position and pushed the throttle, com
pleting the "go" portion of the planned
touch-and-go.

three. Concourses A and B are similar,

but have 22 and 20 gates respectively.

"B" is 3,300 ft long {11 football fields
or about 5/8ths of a mile) and the trains

will pick up and drop off passengers at

a central core building with gate areas

to both the east and west. Two more

core buildings on each side house of
fices, locker rooms, restrooms, work
areas and concessions in four levels. The

other concourses have a similar arrange

ment, but with only one building to each

side of the center core.

P- -
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The FBO and tenant carrier air freight

facilities are located to the southeast
of the airport. FedEx, UPS and

Needless to say, the tenant carriers

not overly thrilled by the idea. Af-were

ter long negotiations they were molli- corner

the postal facility will be to the south
side, next to UAL's freight area, ground
equipment facility and flight kitchen.

A hangar for Continental Airlines is

located about 2 miles north of Con
course C.

fied by an agreement to open a

tyraditional backup system as well as
receiving commitments from the citv the

DVC system will be installed in six
months after the opening of the airport.

The baggage delivery system, which
was at the root of most of the delays in

opening the airport, runs on the same
level as the trains (in the basement) and

deliver baggage to the apron level gate
areas of the proper outbound flight. On
openirpng day the much-maligned sys
tem served only United Airlines and then

only on a limited basis. Inbound flights
will have the bags deposited on gateside
conveyor belts for a trip down to the
basement level. From there they go on

ward via the delivery system to either

the passenger connecting flight or the

proper baggage claim in the main termi-

THE UA HANGAR:

The United Airlines line maintenance

facility (LMF) was built for about $90
million and lies one half mile to the north
of Concourse C. Six bays of various
sizes can handle two 747-422s or 777s

nose-to-nose and a combination of 737/
727/757S all housed under one roof.

Parking for 25 more aircraft is provided
to the east of the building.

Several years ago Denver lost out

to IND in the bidding for a new over

haul base United was planning. After
seeing the new facility here, this fine

line maintenance building would put a

great many other overhaul stations to
task.

the FLY-BY:

In late JUL 93, the FAA was ready

to test the new autoland system for Cat.

Ilia aircraft. Test flights were to be flown

with a variety of aircraft. On 1 9 JUL 93

a UAL 757 became the first commer

cial jet to land at the new airport. The
flight had a large number of VIPs and
press on board for the occasion.

Since 1 am not considered a VIP and

save for my association with the CAP

TAIN'S LOG not a member of the press,

I was invited to ride aboard the second

commercial aircraft to land at DIA.
On 20 JUL 93 I made my way to

Gate B-1 at Stapleton Airpport at 051 5
hours for the flight. After some orange

The flight completed two more
touch-and-go's, all using the auto-land
system. Finally, on our fourth landing,
the aircraft came to a full stop. The cap
tain then turned the aircraft around and
departed DIA from Runway 16L. After
clearing the runway, the captain banked
a hard left over the main terminal build

ing and completed a 500-ft AGL fly-by
of the airport before heading back to
Stapleton.

nal.

hour during peak periods. The city and
the airlines bought into the plan for
$193 million and construction began.
That is when the idea turned into 	

all other carriers. These include Ameri

can, MarkAir, Midwest Express, TWA,
USAir/British Airways and Martinair.
Both these smaller concourses will be

served by the traditional "tug-and-cart"
system of moving baggage for at least
six months.

The A Concourse will serve Conti

nental, American West, Frontier,
Mexicana and all international arrivals.

As of this writing. Delta was negotiat

ing with the city to move to the closer
A Concourse.

For some detail about the construc

tion of the LMF, consider the following:
60,000 yards of concrete were

poured. The average backyard deck uses
two yards;

8,000 tons of structural steel went

into the facility. The new Denver Con

vention Center (one million square feet)
used only 3,500 tons);

460 miles of electrical wire was in

stalled. A home uses about half a mile.

23 miles of fire protection piping
were used.

The Reality:
Builders finished construction of the

system late because there were prob

lems connecting power to the site. This
had already caused the first delay in
opening the airport in OCT 93. After the

testing began in earnest, the city, air

lines and engineers saw a system that
simply was not working.

After several failed attempts to re

cover with a full-scale system in place,

the city and UAL agreed to "plan B."
This essentially meant that DVC lines
to Councourse C would be diverted to

Concourse B and the lines to Concourse

A would remain dormant until all the

bugs in the system could be worked out
This meant UAL would have two oper
ating lines while the other tenant carri
ers had none.

The C Concourse will be home to

THE BAGGAGE SYSTEM -

The idea:

Handling bagge at such a large air

port would prove to be too costly using

the old methods. New and better ways

of transporting luggage an average of
two miles in a minimum of time had to

be found.

BAE Automation offered a solution.

They felt they could build a modifica

tion of the baggage systems in Dallas
and Munich. The idea was to use com

puters to encode a Destination Coded
Vehicle (a DVC) that would whisk the

bag directly to its outbound flight in less

than eight minutes. The plan was to

move 24,000 pieces of baggage in an

1

THE REST OF THE AIRPORT:

Briefly, Denver International Airport
also has four fire stations located stra

tegically around the site. Firetrucks will
be able to reach the farthest point in
The field within four minutes.

Right: Looking north in the Great Hall

on opening day. The Great Hall is lo

cated in the Elrey Jeppesen Terminal.4
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Right: Looking west from the city/
United ramp control tower over Con
course B on opening day, which was
laden with snow. Everything about the
new Denver International is so huge,
it dvarfs even the United 747-400 on

the taxiway.

NATIONAL AIRLINES, WIINCS & iriilNGS

by mCHARV KORAN

Remembering the Airline of the stars
OPENING DAY

On 28 FEB 95, Denver International

finally opened to much fanfare and in
tense media coverage. Nature could not

have picked a more-intimidating day.
Starting the previous night (Stapleton's
last operating day) and through the fol
lowing day, poor visibility and snow
blanketed the Denver area.

Late last year the St. Petersburg History and Flight
. One Museum presented WINGS OVER FLORIDA, an ex

hibit celebrating the history of National Airlines.

ety for help on the exhibit, and to John Galbraith, William

R. Hough & Co., Payless Car rental and the Tampa Trib
une for their support of the exhibit.

Born in St. Petersburg in the depths of the Great De

pression, National Airlines began operations at Albert
Whitted Field on 1 5 OCT 34. From its start as an air mail

contractor with two second-hand airplanes of its own (a

third was leased shortly after), National's first route sys

tem of 142 miles linked five Florida cities. But the carrier

grew to become an international operator with a network
of 29,000 route miles serving 41 cities in 12 states, Puerto

Rico, Great Britain, France, Germany, the Netherlands and

Switzerland.

By 1 966 National Airlines had become the 1 2th-larg-
est airline in the world, carrying more than 3.5 million

passengers in one year alone. In 1970 the airline became

the third U.S. transatlantic passenger carrier (after PAA

and TWA) with the inauguration of daily nonstop round

trip service betweeen Miami and London. In 1977 the

airline began service from Miami to Paris and in 1978

from Tampa to Amsterdam. The fleet in early 1979 in-

True to the promises by the plan-
the airport did function rather well.ners.

The first departure - to Kansas City -
left on time and the first arrival - from
Colorado Springs - operated without
trouble. At 0850 hours Denver Interna
tional became the first airport in the
world to clear three ILS Cat. Mia land-

at the same time. The arrivals were

time you travel and experience it for
yourself.

Denver International Airport is now

a reality and is ready to make some his

tory of its own. On 02 APR 95 the

Boeing 777 came to DEN as part of the

FAA high-altitude certification program.

United plans to inaugurate 777 service
on the DEN-IAD-CDG route on 07 JUN

All this ended in 1980, when National was bought by
Pan American World Airways and its fleet and routes
integrated with Pan Am's after a short while.

ft
Despite DIA's stormy history and

unflattering attention on the David
Letterman Show, 1 believe it will be

come a viable, user-friendly airport and

a premier facility for airlines and pas

sengers alike.

were

rlmgs

were maintained at 90 per hour. In the
weather at Stapleton, the arrival

would have been cut to about 25-

I

A visit to the exhibit at the Flight One Museum

an education in what an exhibit should be, says our own

Don Thomas. The professionalism shown in putting the
exhibit together should be credited to Jan Luth, director
of the St. Petersburg History Museum, who contributed
her expertise in arranging the display for maximum ap

preciation by the public. About 350 people attended the
opening ceremonies, which were said to be some of the
best the museum has ever had.

The project was managed by Tom Reilly, who did the
research necessary to present such an excellent exhibit.

This research was apparent in the outstanding captions
displayed with the photographs and other exhibits. The

entire history of National Airlines was presented in a

colorful manner, with a dozen or so posters showing the
airline's overseas destinations: Paris, Amsterdam and
many others.

Congratulations and thanks are due to Tom Reilly for
his work over several months; to Ed Hoffman, president
of the Florida Aviation Historical Society for planning the
exhibit; to Jan Luth and volunteers of the Historical Soci-

same

rate
95. was

30 per hour.

The bag system performed better
than expected, with a lost-bag ratio of
about 16 per 1,000. BAE had told Unite
to expect as many as 1 50 or more per
1,000.

Planned for 1997 is the opening of
a 16,000 ft runway designed to handle
long-haul international flights.

'.1Many thanks go to Don Eberlein for much of
the statistical information and to Terry McGurk
for the fly-by and the tours.

.J
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THE PHOTOS:
iI have included a number of photos

from the fly-by as well as some from

the walking tours I have been on. The

photos may give you an idea of what

the airport looks like, even though they
will do poor justice to its size. I invite

you to route through Denver the next

In all, the airport performed well
before an international audience and
Stapleton was officially closed, ending
more than 60 years of history in avia
tion. Let's hope the plans for a museum
at Stapelton will come true - I'll keep
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Ed Hoffman and Charlie Banks stand in fi"ont of National s

Stinson SM-6000 trimotor at the Albert Whitted Airport at

St. Petersburg in 1936. National purchased two second-hand
SM-6000 from Western that year for mail and passenger
service between Jacksonville and Daytona after Easteni had
temporarily suspended service because the Daytona airport
could not handle its DC-2s. Note National's "flagpole logo

to the irght of the two men.

you up to date.
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S' This National "flagpole

treasured by many wing collectors.
It has a double screwback and the
centre is in red. white and blue

enamel. Tliis finely-feathered piece is
from the early Lockheed L-10 era

wing IS
SIM

i
Left: There she is: the Elrey Jeppeson
Terminal. Its architecture blends in with

the peaks of the Rocky Mountains in
the background.

(Denver Int'l Airport photo)
6
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eluded 17 DC-10-10 and -30, 24 Boeing 27-200 and 16
727-100.

On 07 JAN 80, National Airlines, which was then

South Florida's third-largest corporate employer with
5,448 employees based in Miamai and Fort Lauderdale

out of a total of 8,352 emplyees nationwide, became a

subsidiarty of Pan American World Airways. With the
stroke of a pen PAA acquired 29,000 miles of routes to

33 U.S. cities and became the nation’s second-largest
airline, after United Airlines.

PanAm bought National because it wanted its domes
tic network to feed into its own overseas services.

National chairman L.B. (Bud) Maytag decided not to
join PanAm.

As one employee, Gary Baker {not related to Nation

al's founder Ted Baker) said at the time, "There has never

been a close management-employee relationship here at

National, but we’ve ail really liked our jobs. It is a rela

tively small airline and everyone pretty much knows eve

ryone else."

NATIONAL AIRLINES

National operated inteniational and
domestic scheduled services with a

fleet that included the DC-8. The

matte and polished suifaces of this
wing are in gold. Tlie lettering at the
top and bottom is in blue. Tlie logo
is red on the left and blue on the right.
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national airlines

National's final color scheme included

the "Sun King" logo in gold and

deep-orange on the tail. Tlie face on
this wing is polished.

>6vyy-.
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NATIONAL AIRLINES

Tins junior stewardess pin comes on
a large card and shows a DC-8 in the
center. Note the red and blue logo to

the irght of the name.

P
NATIONAL AIRLINES

I lia\ e this wing witli a different sun
face" in the center. Can anyone tell
me what it is?

1 -t'-
t
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< NATIONAL AIRLINES

In its final color scheme. National
flew its aircraft with the "Smi King"

face in gold and deep-orange on the
tail. Tliis pilot kiddie wing comes on
a card and has a centre of deep-or

ange enamel.

Stewardess service is intro-In National's former headquarters building, safely

tucked away in an inner office, is a copy of the airline's

logo - the profile of the Sun King's face - with a single
tear. National Airlines is part of history.

Lockheed L-18 Lodestars.

duced on the L-1 8s.

1941-44: Two L-18s assigned to

cargo service; the other flies under contract
schools for pilots, mechanics

domestic military
the U.S.

Army. National operates
radio operators and navigators.

09 FEB 44: Scheduled airline operations
HIGHLIGHTS OF NATIONAL'S HISTORY

04 SEP 34: George Theodore (Ted) Baker arrives in
St. Petersburg with three second-hand Ryan monoplanes.

1 5 OCT 34: National Airlines begins service between
St. Petersburg's Albert Whined Field and Daytona Beach,

Florida. 400 passengers are carried in the first year of
flying and the total revenue is $5,000.

APR 35: Two second-hand Stinson "T" and one "U"

tri-motors enter service. Route to Jacksonville approved.

1.600 passengers are carried in the second year
JUN 37: National loses the right to land in Jacksonville

but is given a route from St. Petersburg to Ft. Myers and
Miami instead.

JUN 38: National, now flying three all-metal Lockheed
L-10 Electras, is awarded the Jacksonville - New Orleans

route. Service begins on 01 NOV 38.

MAR 40: Daytona Beach - Jacksonville route returned
to National. Service starts on 28 APR.

1940: Headquarters moved from St. Petersburg to

Jacksonville. Fleet now includes three 14-passenger

resume be¬

tween Key West and Miami.
01 OCT 44: National is awarded New York Oity

Miami route. . . x
1 2 FEB 46: DC-4-1009 (the post-war civil version o

the C-54) for 46 passengers enters service. They inaugu
rate the first nonstop New York City (Newark)

TCAR ALONG DOTTiU-; TO USt. CARD IN V\'A*

Miami

service two days later.

1946: General office moved to Miami.
from Newark to Havana1 5 DEC 46: Two new routes

are inaugurated with DC-4s: one via Tampa, the other via
West Palm Beach, Jacksonville and Miami. Havana is

NATIONAL AIRLINES

Junior stewardess wing with a light-
orange enamel center, it comes on a

smaller card than the junior steward
ess wing shown before.

National's first foreign destination.
JUN 47: First of four DC-6 (58 pass.) enters service

National is first to schedule non-stop New York City

Miami flights.
1950: First low-cost day and night coach service

the East Coast.

SEP 52: First of eight DC-6B (66 pass.) joins the fleet

on

8
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tween Florida and Los Angeles/San Francisco/San Diego
via New Orleans, Houston and Las Vegas.

11 JUN 61: Service starts on the Southern continen

tal route.

JUL 69: National is awarded route from Miami to Lon

don, England and begins service with DC-8. It is the third
U.S. airline to fly to Europe.

02 OCT 70: National is first airline to operate Boeing
747 between New York and Miami. Nonstop to Los An

geles follows on 25 OCT.

07 JAN 80: PanAm purchases National Airlines.

21 NOV 53: DC-7 (69 pass.) and Convair 340 (44

pass.) enter service with National. The Convairs operate

the non-stop Miami-New Orleans service.

1954; National operates an experimental helicopter

service in South Florida, with Sikorsky S-55.

1956: Service inaugurated to Boston and Houston.

SEP/OCT 1957: Four L-1049H Super Constellations

(104 pass.) delivered for "all-tourst" class only service
between New York and Miami.

01 APR 59: first of 14 L-188A Electras delivered to

National by Lockheed. First service (between New York
and Miami) is on 23 APR.

25 OCT 59: National inaugurates the first domestic

jet service in the USA with four Boeing 707-121 s leased
from Pan American for the winter. They operate four re

turn flights daily between New York and Miami.

Winter 1959/60: National again leases 707's from

PanAm, pending delivery of its own DC-8s.
07 FEB 60: First National DC-8 delivered. It entered

service later that month between New York and Miami.

11 MAR 61: Southern continental route awarded be-

KIWI was founded in SEP 92 by Iverson and other

laid-off pilots from Eastern Air Lines and from Pan Ameri

can World Airways who invested in the company in re

turn for their jobs.

Although KIWI was named the best U.S. airline by

"Conde Nast Traveller" magazine earlier this year, the

thinly capitalized airline hasn't turned a profit since the

first quarter of 1993.

plans to create two small niche airlines that would offer
scheduled services on the East Coast. The new airlines

would be modeled on ValuJet Airlines Inc., Iverson said.

Atlanta-based ValuJet, hailed as one of the most-re

markable start-up airlines in history, is known as an ex

tremely cost-conscious, low-fare, no-frills operation.

But starting an airline won’t be easy, said Harold
Shenton, vice-president of Avmark Inc., an aviation con

sulting firm in Arlington, VA.

After finding a dedicated management team with a

good business plan, the main difficulty is raising the capi

tal required to cover pre-operating costs, plus all expenses

incurred during the first three months of operations, he

said. Even for small start-up carriers, this can total sev

eral millions of dollars.

But Shenton noted that for anyone who can over

come these obstavcies, the labor and equipment are avail
able.

Now, I was almost at the birth of KIWI as I was al

ways trying to get some wings from them and it was

Captain Iverson himself who gave me the wings shown
here via the postal route.

Kiwi's early wings were made of plastic, worn on
the hat and uniform..

I recall there was an operations type at KIWI who
would paint the KIWI colors over the Eastern center! I

never got one of these because they were as scarce as a

hen's teeth, so to speak!

Note by Joop Gerritsma: For those who want to know
more about the history of National Airlines, / recommend
"NATIONAL, Airline of the Stars" by our schedule editor,

George Cearley, Jr. He has just published a new and ex

panded edition of his 1985 book with the same title.
Still available on the second-hand market and worth

buying is "THE ANATOMY OF AN AIRLINE" by Brad
Williams, published in 1970 by Doubleday & Company,
New York.

KIWI INTERNATIONAL

Kiwi International Airlines pilot

wing. It has a burnished bronze color

and a center piece in medium blue
on the left, a white''K" and a purple

section on the irght. Tliis wing, which

I acquired a few years ago, came
fiom Capt. Iverson after a few let
ters.

AMERICAN TRANS AIR

ATA is flying into Clearwater/St.
Petersburg these days, along with a
fancy logo on the tail. This pilot wing
shows the traditional logo with the
"ATA' laid out in the shape of a run

way as the pilot sees it on final ap
proach.

Shake-Up at Kiwi investor, who would put up $7.5 million in return for a
51% stake of the employee-owned company, let to his
ouster. Iverson, one of five KIWI founders, was fired by

the Newark, N.J.-based company’s board.
"When it became clear KIWI would stonewall, he (the

ivestor) pulled back and we agreed to put the money into
the resurrection of another airlline," Iverson said in an
interview.

Although he declined to name the two airlines he
plans to resurrect, he said both ceased operations within
the past year. The former Eastern Air Lines pilot said he

CORRECTION

The Royal Air Maroc wing I showed you on p.9 of the
Fall 94 (Vol.20, No.3} issue is NOT from that airline. It is
a military wing, not airline. Sorry about that! In fact, ac
cording to my records, it is a (military) navigator s wing
from that country. Nice wing, anyway Thanks again to
Charles Quarles for sending it to me.

GEN. JAMES HOWARD DIES

One day in JAN 44, as Allied bombers droned over

Oschersleben, Germany, fighter pilot James H. Howard
single-handedlytook on 30 Messerschmittsthat were

intent on stopping the bombing mission.
In the confusion of combat he became separated from

his group of P-51 Mustang fighters when he realized he
was the only pilot close enough to defend the heavy bomb
ers.

KIWI Interna

tional Air Lines, who was ousted from the company in
Februrary, was talking in March with investors about res
urrecting two airlines.

One of those investors is the same unidentified one
Iverson sought to help financially-troubled KIWI. Iverson
said his attempt to convince KIWI to accept an outside

Bob Iverson, one of the founders of

"It was up to me to do it," he recalled in a matter-of-
fact voice in a 1 992 interview at his apartment in Belleair
Bluffs, Florida. "There were 10-men crews in those bomb

ers and no-one else to protect them."
For his aerial heroics, he received the Medal of Honor,

the highest military award in the USA.

On Saturday, 18 MAR 95, retired Brig. Gen. James
H. Howard died at the Veterans' Affairs Medical Center

in Bay Pines. He was 81.

God Bless You, General!

KIWI INTERNATIONAL

I received this Kiwi kiddie wing also

firom Capt. Iverson. I have always

admired these badges. As for Kiwi
kiddie wings, when Kiwi was getting

its act together a few years ago, these
kiddies were the only wings the air
line had for a while. Even the crews

wore them.

NEW ADDRESS

My new address, effective immediately, is.I
104 Lakeview Court

OLDSMAR, FL 34677
	 	

This address will be in effect until the new house we

are building in Florida, is finished later this year. Stay
tuned! Mail sent to my old address in Michigan is being
forwarded by the post office.10
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The focus is on

Golden Oldies

POST CaVIPID COPNIEP I,

by ALLAN M. VAN WICKLERIIII

Lr'*-

f/ppirt,I was privileged in the 1 980s to at
tend many CAAA/RAA conventions all
over the USA, including SJU, and I had

many friends and contacts, including
numerous presidents. Although my job
was hard (try introducing marketing to

pilot/entrepreneur types!), I treasure
good memories from that period in time.
I traipsed ail over the country on a lot
of the third-level aircraft types from

Cessna 421s (Trans-Mo) and Be.ech

Queen Airs (Scheduled Skyways) on up

to the "Flying Porta-Potties" (Com¬

mand's SD3-30s), the S-340s (Air Mid

west) and even the BAe 146 (Air Wis

consin), among many others. Empire

Air's F28 was gorgeous, inside and out,
and its stewardesses were beautiful.

And then those N.Y. State apples - de
licious.

Can you imagine a Postcard Corner
without Bill Demarest's contribution? 1

can’t, but I will try to provide some in

teresting pages in each issue.

y-

I lean more toward the "Golden Old

ies" type of postcards, rather than (even)
trying to keep current with the new air
line/airport issues, let alone the

"historicals." I need ail the help I can

get on the latter. When possible, send

me a copy of any new airline issue for
incorporation, to which I will give credit
in the article. Make sure it is a dupe, if

you can, so that I don't have to return

it and save on postal expenses. And yes,

I'll probably add it to my collection if
you don't mind. If you do mind, let me
know.

«v-

So, enjoy! I hope there are at least

a few cards you have never seen be

fore. And yes, all cards are company
issues, except for an airport or OEM card
or two thrown in.

ALTAIR AIRLINES started operations from Philadelphia on 19

DEC 67 and in the following 10 years expanded to a dozen destina

tions in six eastern states. Fokker F-28 jets (shown) entered service

in 1980 alongside the Beech 99 and Nord 262 then in service. Wlien

Altair ceased operations on 09 NOV 82, it was serving nearly 20

destinations with an all-jet fleet of six F-28 and three DC-9-32.
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EMPIRE AIRLINES began scheduled passenger services in SEP

75 from Utica/Rome in New York State as Oneida County Avia
tion. The name Empire Airlines was adiopted in OCT 79, follow

ing the granting of FAA certification. The fleet included Metro II

aircraft. Fokker F-28 jets (shown) were bought and expansion

thoughout New York and to New England , Washington and Mon
treal followed. A feeder system was operated to JFK on behalf of

Pan American. Empire was acquired by Piedmont in 1985.

I am trying to hold my collection at
about 8,000 cards and try to spin off
10% when I reach 8,800 or so. My mix
is eclectic and worldwide. I file by air

line and use 20th Century products

(plastic pages and albums) almost ex
clusively. I know many collectors who
file by equipment, in individual sleeves,
and others who use the "shoebox

method." As with everything, whatever
turns you on! I am lucky to have suffi
cient built-in bookcase space in my li
brary.

I'S'tS?- j,» -●
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NAPLES AIRLINES was probably the only U.S. airline to fly the
Lockheed L-10 in scheduled servivce after World War 2. Naples

was was formed on 01 JAN 60 by John Van Arsdale as a subsidiary

of Provincetown-Boston Airline to fly from Naples, FL to Fort Myers
and Marco Island. Eventually, Naples was fully intergrated with
PBA when the latter moved to Florida. PBA was taken over by Bar
Harbor Airlines in SEP 88.

A new direction for me is to have

old airline prints (and selected photos)
professionally matted and framed. This
gives fabulous results and apparently is
quite a unique approach. The only prob
lem is, it costs an awful lot of money

up front. But at least in 1994 it was

successful: I sold 14 pieces which are
now hanging on the walls of collectors'
homes from coast to coast, I am proud
to say. I do offer them for sale for $ 1 35

or so at the various East Coast shows -

DCA, CLT, EWR in 1995. It is a break

even situation, but very satisfying to get
such wonderful art out where it belongs.

I anybody else doing this, or con
templating doing it? Where is the rare,
old aircraft art? I know Todd Kotick has
a few.

I

The first postcard in my first "Golden Oldies" selection is this B&W card of a

GOLDEN PACIFIC AIRLINES Beech 99. (All other cards in this column

are in color!)
o«

SUN VALLEY KEY AIRLINES was a Twin Otter (shown) opera

tor out of Salt Lake City, Utah founded in 1962 and flying to about
a dozen destinations in the Intermountain West states of Utah,

Nevada and Arizona. Services started in APR 64. In the early 1970s

the name Key Airlines was adopted and Convair twins were ac

quired in the early 1980s. 727s follwed a few years later, when Key
became a subsidiary of World Airways and was moved to Las Vegas.
Operations ceased on 10 MAY 93.

Editor's question. Who was Golden Pacific Airlines? In its Third-Level Airlines surveys of

12 FEB 70 and 18 FEB 71, the British aviation weekly FLIGHT INTERNATIONAL says

GPA was formed on 11 APR 68 and received authority later that year to start service from
San Francisco International Airport to Modesto, Visalia, Concord, Napa, Santa Rosa and
Ukiah, all in northern California. Service started on 03 MAR 69. The 1970 edition says
GPA s fleet included five Beech 99 and the 1971 edition says six Beech 99 were in service,
with an unspecified number of Swearingen Metroliners on order.

However, the registration N100 GP of the Beech 99 in the postcard does not appear in any
of the major production reference books I have, and neither does the name Golden Pacific

Airlines in connection with this type. Was this a publicity postcard issued for an airline
that did not get off the ground? If so, who issued it? Beechcraft???

Does any of our readers have more information about this Golden Pacific Airlines? If you
do, I would be grateful if you contact me. Thank You!

A
v..

ROCKY MOUNTAIN AIRWAYS was founded as Vail Airways in

MAY 66 but changed its name late in 1968. The name became
closely linked with services taking skiers to and from the Rocky
Mountain ski resorts in Colorado. On 01 SEP 90 the carrier was

amalgamated with Britt Airways under the name Continental Ex
press as a subsidiary of Continental Airlines.

Now on to the postcards. Joop sug
gested continuing in this issue with the
regional/third-level theme, with which I
gladly comply.

13
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FACING PAGE: CARIBAIR was based at San Juan, Puerto Rico and operated the

DC-3 (shown) on its local services throughout the islands from 1945
until well into the 1960s. Formed in 1929, the airline was taken

HORIZON AIR is one of America's most-successful regional air- over by Eastern Air Lines in 1973.
lines. Based in Seattle, WA, the airline was formed in MAY 81 and

today operates a large fleet of Metro Ills (shown), Dash-8, Fokker APACHE AIRLINES operated scheduled services from Phoenix

F-28 and Dornier D-328 throughout the northwest. throughout Arizona in the late 1960s and early 1970s with a fleet
of DH-104 Doves and Carstedt CJ600a (shown). The latter was a

GOLDEN WEST AIRLINES was formed in 1969 through the stretched, propjet-powered conversion of the Dove and Apache was
merger of four smaller commuter airlines in Southern California, the only airline ever to operate the type. Apache closed down shortly
Golden West (1968), Aero Commuter, Cable Commuter and Sky- after one of its Carstedts crashed on 06 MAY 71 between Tucson

mark Airlines. The fleet included Twin Otters, Dash-7 and Shorts and Phoenix with 12 fatalities.

330 (shown). Golden West ceased operations in 1983.

ASPEN AIRWAYS was formed in 1953 as an air-taxi company at

TAG AIRLINES started services between Detroit, Toledo and Cleve- Denver, Colorado. Scheduledservies started in 1967 when the air

land in 1957 with two deHavilland DH-104 (one shown at Burke line became a FAA-certificated carrier and it acquiured a fleet of
Lakefront Airport, Cleveland). Following a fatal crash in JAN 70, piston (shown) and propjet Convair twins as it expanded service
TAG lost the confidence of the travelling public and ceased opera- throughout the mid-western and southern states. Aspen became a

United Express airline in JUN 86 and merged with Air Wisconsin
ion 30 APR 91.

tions in August.

r
IOWA AIRWAYS operated in the state of the same name during TENNESSEE AIRWAYS of Knoxville, Tennesssee, was formed in
the second half of the 1980s. The airline was associated with Ten- 1978 with three Cessna 402. Four Bandeirantes (shown) were de-
nessee Airways and operated commuter fligl^ts on behalf of Mid- livered from MAY 71. Tennessee was closely associated with Iowa
way Airlines as The Midway Connection in its own colors. Airways and they operated the same aircraft with only the titles

changed (see postcard to the right). By early 1989 Tennessee had

withdrawn from air service and was a leasing company only.

S' >7.A
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Bandeirantes (shown) and other types were leased from Tennessee

Airways when needed. Operations ceased on 09 FEB 90.

THIS PAGE;

BAR HARBOR AIRLINES operated Beech 99 and other types on

its services througliout New England. The airline was certificated

03 AUG 65, became part of the Texas Air Corp. commuter airlines

division, absorbed PBA in 1988 and ceased operations in JAN 91.

WRIGHT AIR LINES operated piston- and propjet-powered
Convairs (a CV-440 shown) from Burke Lakefront Airport at Cleve
land, Ohio. Service between Detroit and Cleveland started in JUN

67. Wright closed down in 1985.

IMPERIAL AIRLINES started operations as Imperial Commuter
Airlines in AUG 67 from Imperial, CA and later operated from

Carlsbad, CA. Bandeirantes (shown) and other types were used.

The earner ceased operations in 1986 or 1987.
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Welcome To Our World
IMPERIAL AIRLINES, INC. — 19 PASSENGER BANDEIRANTE
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The subject of the schedule article in this issue of the Captain's Log is Frontier Airlines,
beginning with its three predecessor companies in the late i9"4o"*s"'(Arizona Airways, Challenger
Airlines, and ^!onarch Air Lines), the formation of Frontier Airlines in 1950, and the history
Frontier for the first twenty years, to the early 1970’s,
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l_e_ft ai^ right: Routes and timetable of Challenger Airlines Co,, November 1949.
based airline wasfounded as Summit Airways in early 1946, and received certification in March
that year. Initial flights were over the Denver-Creeley-Cheyenne -Laramie-Rawlins-Rock Springs-
Kemmerer-Salt Lake City route in May 1947. The airline was taken over by Monarch Air Lines,
December, 1949.
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Above left, center, and righ^: Arizona Airways timetable and routes from January 15. 1947.
airline was founded in March"1946 with headquarters at Phoenix, and ultimately certificated i
January 1948. Sources indicate the routes certificated in 1948 were only operated after the
formation of Frontier Airlines in 1950.
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1946, and certificated in March that year,
services were over routes from,Denver to Durango
and Albuquerque, and Denver to Durango, Grand
Junction, and Salt Lake City. Monarch took over
Challenger in December 1949, acquired Arizona
Airways in April 1950, and on June 1, 1950, Monarch
changed its name to Frontier Airlines.
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Initial Frontier Airlines timetable routes, and advertisement, from June I,

Initial schedules of Frontier Airlines, effective June 1, 1950.
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in 1 959 included: 1) Omaha - l.incoln-Kans as City;
3) Denver to Rapid City, Rismarck, and Minot via intermediate stations,
by awards by the CzMJ in the Seven States Area Case.

Left : to Casper, Wyoming (via Lincoln, Norfolk,
Right: Additional new routes inaugurated
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PTgTit : Frontier converted Convairs to Convair 580 specifications, beginning in 1 904 .
scfiedul ed service with the 580's (powered by Allison prop jet engines] was June 1 , 1964.
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In 1959, additional 4m.new cities joining the
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Wyoming, Idaho Falls, and lewist
I'a 11 s , Montana.
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Center: Bocini;Poutes of Trontior in 196J, sbowinp Pcnvcr-I-.L Pnsc route, acLJed in 1P63. 	
innupiir;)teil in I96f>, licginninp September i'Oth that year between

P.ipht : In 1967 tlie CAP. awarded Frontier a I'cnver-St. I.ouis
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he f t:

727-100

I'ei!\ c r ,
route .
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'■'trroK .Jet” service was

Lincoln, and K.ansas City. left and Cento r: l.as Vepas - I'enver nonstops iverc inaupurated March 1, 196S, and nonstop Penver-
I’hocn i.\ flipTTts wcie added Sc]itcinber 15th the same year. .P ipht : Routes of 1‘ronticr in early 197(1.
In Oetol)or 1908, Ok 1 .iliona-Mcmpliis service had been added; and on June 1, 1969, Penver-I'a 11 as nonstoj)S
were i naupu ra ted . Other new routes nivarded in 1969 included Pa 11 as - Kansas City, and Pallas-
A1 biKiue rque - l.a s \'cpas .
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In 1969 Frontier exercised an option in its original 727 con
tract with Boeing and traded in its five 727-7A as part-payment
for 737s. The 727s had been bought in anticipation of trunk
route awards from points in the northwest to the southwest,

FeIdman

the airline

Shown

7 37-291 N737 3F, Msn 70101 '?09,
The 11ve r y is t hf a i r

Air Oorp. ami nw-7>j''r

I.eft :

Center:
Fiad

fast tiiiietahlc issued separately by Central proitolinp 1‘rontier

October 1,
served 46 cities in

five 727- 2(U)'s

merper, Octol>cr ! . ]067
1967, ironticr timetable. Ihe two carriers nierp.ed in October 1967

Icxas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado, f'issouri, and Arkansas,
and five 737-2l)0's were ordered. Right: Routes of Frontier Airlines in

That year the last i'C-3's were retired, three 72 7- 200’s joined the fleet, and orders for two
'2,-ZOO’S and five 7.57-2n()'s were cancelled.

ihi ”rtrch 1, 19"0, Frcinlier i naugu ra I ed a
''wvl lease” operation with Cunvair 5FP prop
Jets lor United Air Iines between Sait lake
(i i t \' ami S.aii I'nncisco vi.a I 1 v , i'lkn, ami
Reno.

(ient ra 1

After the
hut

When A.I,.the airline was never given this authority,
took over as president of Frontier in March 1971,
also sold its 727-200s and standardized on the 737 200.

incrger ,
1 968.

at Grand Forks, North Dakota, is
which was leased from GATX Leasing Corp.
line's final one hefi're its sale to TexasIn 1969 Frontier purchased five 7.57- 200's from Boeing and agreed to sell Boeing its five 727 - 1 00's.

In addition, two 7.57- 200's were leased to make it possible to begin new service between Pallas-
Kansas City-l.incoln and Pal las-Kansas City-Omaha.

into Continental in AUG 86.

(Postcard by Internalional Airline Wor 1 d Put' i 1 s ti 1 nu >22 23



Convair 240 (see the CAPTAIN’S LOG,

JUN 93, Vol.19, No.3).

Since LAP was entirely supported

by the Paraguayan govenment and flew
to the same destinations as LAPSA, and

since the latter was already in a disas
trous financial situation, bankruptcy was

not long in coming, it ceased operations
in 1965.

h.

7.
WOCILID aVIIIRILIINIE IPRRrillLIEBy ANTONIO LUIS SAPIENZA

was second

of Paraguay

LAPSA (1960-65)

international airline The author tlianks Mr. Dan Hagedom
and Mr. Ron Davies of the National Air and

Space Museum in Washington, Mr. Jorge
Felix Nunez Padin and Mr. J.M.G. Gradidge

for providing the information and photo

graphs for this article.
Some of the details about Constellation

ZP-CAS were added by th? editor from Peter
J. Marson’s book "The Lockheed Constella

tion Series" by Air-Britain, 1982.

Formed in 1960, Lloyd Aereo

Paraguaya S.A. (LAPSA) was Para

guay's second attempt at having an in

ternational airline. It was proceeded only

by Paraguayan Airways Service/
Servicios Aereos del Paraguay in 1 957,
but which lasted only a few months.

/
»r

A

LAPSA was formed on 04 SEP 60

with 88% of the shares belonging to
Paraguayan businessmen and the re
maining 12% in Brazilean hands.

LAPSA's executive board consisted

of Ruben Medina Alboro as president,
with Jose R. Silva Barboza and Manuel

Guerra Borges as directors.
The new airline’s fleet included two

Curtiss C-46, named "Yrendague" and
"Nanawa," two famous Paraguayan for
tifications during the Chaco War with
Bolivia (1932-1935). Services started on
24 MAY 61 with "Nanawa" operating
to Curitiba, Sao Paulo and Rio de Ja
neiro, all in Brazil.

Soon after, services were also in
augurated to Buenos Aires (Argentina)

and Montevideo (Uruguay), with the two
C-46 operating twice-weekly frequen
cies.

Above: LAPSA's DC-4 ZP-CAK after

being sold to Argentina in 1965, with

Argentine registration LV-GJ.F The
photo ivas taken at Ezeira Int'l Airport,
Buenos Aires, in 1965. Note the nose
of a B-25 to the left.

(Photo by Jorge Felix Nunez Padin)

I’

I, A. P ^ Left: DC-4 ZP-CAR never had the full

LAPSA livery of white top and red win
dow cheatline. It was all-aluminum with
LAPSAtitles in black. The Paraguayan

national flag on th rudder of all LAPSA
aircraft is red, white and blue. Seen at
Asuncion in 1965. Note the civil-reg
istered Chilean B-25 (CC-CAA) to the
left_ (Photo by Antonio Luis Sapienza)

ZP-CAR ■

r««

Top: Curtiss C-46 ZP-CAP "Nanawa"

of LAPSA at Asuncion International

Airport in 1960. Note the airline's full

name on the fuselage and the later
logo on the fin.

(Photo by Antonio Luis Sapienza)
Above: Early logo of LAPSA.
Below: LAPSA netv/ork 1960-1965.

(Map by Antonio Luis Sapienza)

a director of Paraense, Francisco Paes

de Barros, bought the Constellation in
the USA on 04 DEC 63 for lease to

LAPSA to replace the C-46s. The regis
tration ZP-CAS was issued on 24 DEC

63 for one flight only, from Asuncion

to Rio de Janeiro for overhaul and the

aircraft was delivered from Miami to

Asuncion in JAN 64. it left Asuncion

for Rio-Galeao on 27 JAN but suffered

an engine failure during the ferry flight
and landed at Campinas-Viracopos(near
Sao Paulo). LAPSA lacked the financial

resources to replace the damaged en
gine and to have other problems repaired
and the Constellation was abandoned

at Campinas. (It was dismantled there

early the next year.)

Despite its critical financial situation,
LAPSA managed to acquire a second
DC-4 in 1964. Both DC-4s and the two

C-46 were used on the services to Bra

zil, Argentina and Uruguay. But LAPSA
was not alone In the market. Another

Paraguayan airline, Lineas Aereas Para-

guayas (LAP), owned by the state,
started operations in 1963 with three

!■

i Below left: Second logo of LAPSA.
when the airline ceasedstill in use

operations in 1965.
To meet the demanding schedule the

airline had set for itself, a Douglas DC-
4 was acquired in OCT 63. LAPSA also
had requested - and received - permis
sion to open a weekly service between
Asuncion and New York with an L-049

Constellation, which was acquired in
JAN 64 - and did not last to the end of
the month.

LAPSA FLEET LIST 1 960-1 965

NameReg'n Subtype Msn. Del. soc

CURTISS C-46 COMMANDO

YrendugueThe airline wanted to use the Con
stellation on the Buenos Aires route as
well and it

DEC63(Crash)

11MAR66(Sold) Nanawa

ZP-CAB

ZP-CAP

C-46-5-CK

C-46A-25-CU

8 21JUN61

23SEP5926658

attempted to negotiate an

agreement whereby it would be guar
anteed 35% of the revenue. The Argen
tine authorities permitted a frequency
of SIX flights a week, but they did not
agree to either the 35% or the Constel

lation. As it turned out, the aircraft
entered service with LAPSA.

LAPSA and Paraense of Brazil held
negotiations in the fall of 1963 for the
Brazilean airline to take over LAPSA and

lilo

V V
7 DOUGLAS DC-4Sao

Curit

Asuncion 1965 (Sold, LV-GJF)
MAR65 (Sold)

ZP-CAK

ZP-CAR

C-54A-DO

C-54-1-DC

3085

10474

fyc- OCT63

1964$r-

LOCKHEED CONSTELLATION
never

yr-ARerwri^^A

27JAN64 AbandonedZP-CAS C-69-1-LO/

L-049D-46-59

1964 24DEC63
0K<

onfo’video 25Bn.Aa. Q
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SDF at Christmas:r!HE E1E0T0 C0ICNEI0

bi/ RICKARP J. FEPORCO IT unique opportunity for photos

All photos by Fred Del Monico.

ATLASAIR 747-128(F)
N32034,Y Msn 19751/39.

This is formerly Air France F-BPVC.

Another previous owner was Israeli
Aircaft Industries.

Taking off from SDF (Louisville/

Sandiford) on 23 DEC 94.

TWA McDonnell-Douglas

DC-9-33CF, N937,F Msn

47409/497. Note the clear

outline of the cargo door.
At SDF 23 DEC 94.

UPS 747 N688U,P probably
a former PanAm -121(F).

Taking off @ SDF 23 DEC 94.
The all-whitefuselage and
lack of titles is perhaps
evidence the aircraft was

pressed into service quickly
to help with the Christmas
parcel rush.

DELTA AIR LINES 727~232Adv

N511DA, Msn 21313/1347.

This is one of two Delta 727s equipped
with experimental winglets to test their
usefulness. Flolding for takeoff at SDF,
20 DEC 94. (The other Delta 727-232

with experimental winglets is N510DA,
Msn 21312/1330).

UPS McDonnell-Douglas

DC-8-73F(AF) N815U,P
Msn 46112/52. landing

at SDF 23 DEC 94.

Another no-livery, no-titles
aircaft. Originally del
ivered new to Overseas

ational in 1970, she went

through several owners
and leases before ending up

with UPS In 1984. Has she

been without livery and titles
all those years?

United bervu.i-

^7«§|
A

1UPS 757-24APF N438UP,

with Rolls Royce power.

At SDF. 23 DEC 94. Omni Air Express 727-222

N7647U. Msn 20041/732,
formerly with United.

Landing at SDF 23 DEC 94.

Many thanks to Fred for sharing
these photos with us.

FRED DEL MONICO of Elizabeth

town, Kentucky, sent a nice selection

of photos he took at SDF (Louisville/
Sandiford Field) just before Christmas.

"The UPS hub at SDF begins to look

like a major international air center
around Christmas. The contract carri

ers working the Christmas rush for UPS
offer a unique opportunity to get some

great photographs," Al writes.

feeling someone parked the tow-around

ground power unit a little too close to
door number 1 R.

Also note the Delta 727 with the

experimental winglets and the UPS 757

with the big Rolls Royce 535 engines.

(UPS recently took delivery of 757
number 50).

Finally, take a look at the TWA DC-

9-30, Passenger carriers usually either

sell their convertible ("QC") airplanes or

they take great pains to hide the big car
go door. Not so on this -9.

will beThe next time my selection
from Richard Bell, taken at his favorite
haunts, LAX and SAN. He sent along
the "teamwork" America West 757 and
a few MD-11 s. I also have some shots

FORD MOTOR COMPANY Fokker 70
executive jet N322K.

Taking off from SDF 23 DEC 94 (tak
ing company executives home to De
troit for Christmas?)

from Sean Matejowsky I'll find some
space for soon.

I particularly enjoyed the Atlas Air
747 with its pretty cool tail work. Look
at the dirty smear on the forward fuse

lage above the nosewheel leg! I have a

Please note my new address;
4041 South Flanders Way
Aurora, Colorado 80013
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gear and the engines. An old issue of

"Random Thoughts" from IPMS/Canada
had the best article I have seen on the

subject, but I have misplaced my copy
so I can't tell you which issue it is. (Per

haps one of you can remind me by drop

ping me a line?) Suffice it to say the

subject, or the decal sheet in this case,

might make it worth your while. Since

it is a Doyusha kit, be prepared to spend
about $25 for the opportunity.

The Pals Flight Boeing 737 fleet in
1/200 scale continues to expand. The

737-300 kit has been reviewed previ
ously , and the -400 is now available in

Air Vanuata and Air Nauru markings.
The -300 comes with Ansett Australia

Air Caledonie, Polynesian Airlines, Aus

tralian Airlines, Qantas, Air 2000, Con

tinental, Lufthansa and new United

markings.

Pals Flight, by the way, now carries

a full line of Sasquatch, Transport Wings
and Welsh Models kits, as well as de

cals from just about all manufacturers

worldwide. Color prints featuring Pacific
Rim carrriers are also available. You can

contact them at P.O. Box 66058, Auck

land 10, New Zealand for more infor

mation.

specials. The latest is ‘the DC-10-40 of
JAZ in the purple-bird scheme. The kit
should look familiar. It is the 1 /200 scale

DC-10 we have seen before. The de

cals are pretty and have "window holes"

in them to supposedly help us align them
with the kit's windows. How this will

work for the modeler who fills in the

windows and uses decal windows, I am

not too sure. My suggestion would be

to use ATP's separate windows and

frames, applying the black window parts

first, then the colorful Hasegawa mark

ings, followed by the silver frames.

Hasegawa is re-releasing their wide-
body airliner kits in 1 /200 scale, but with

the same decals, later in 1995. Any

body wants to guess the new prices?

aVIKILINIE

aV1€IDE LINE 7m
im uniTED

by GERRY COLE

We have lots to cover this time,

especially since I missed the previous

issue. A marriage, moving my new wife
out of her house and into mine and ac

cepting a new job offer does tend to
cut into one's writing time. The home
front is more settled this time, so here

goes.

For those who like big iron birds,
MPM from the Czech Republic has pro

duced a multi-media kit of the single-
engine Junkers W34 in 1 /72 scale. While

the subjects in the kit decals are strictly
military, a little research will show that

several Hornet-powered aircraft served

New Fokker 100 kit

and "flattened tires

for the C-47/DC-3

After literally years of waiting,
Testor's has re-released the old Hawk

1 /126 scale Convair 240 as an Air Force

C-131A transport. This is the short-nose

version, with 10 cabin windows per

side. In whatever guise, we'll take it,
especially at about $10 a kit. For those

who don't remember, the kit has en

graved control surface details, raised

panel lines and a one-piece wing with a

tendency to develop sink marks near the

root. Engine nacelles have the rectan

gular Model 340 exhaust box fairing.
Good landing gear moldings and three-

blade, square tip props are provided.

Since the original kit had no engine front

detail, decals are provided for the nine-

cylinder radial engines. No clear plastic

or cabin window parts are provided. The

best reference on the military Convairs

is the Naval Fighters 14 book "Convair,"

by Steve Ginther and Nick Williams. The

plans in the book are a must as they
cover all the different versions from the

CV-240 to the CV-580, with a multi

tude of detail drawings and photos. Who

will be the first with a resin plug and

later long-nose conversion for the CV-

340? How about some decals, in addi

tion to ATP's Braniff scheme?

KITS:

Revell Europe has announced they
will be doing a Fokker 100 in 1/144
scale. Rumored markings are USAir,
Transwede and Swissair.

The kit will apparently not be boxed
in the USA, so those of us in the States

should be prepared for a rather large
price tag

II

I am building one of Sasquatch
Models 1/144 scale kits of the Dornier

DO-328. It Is all plastic, even the fuse
lage is commendably thin so there will
be lots of room to weigh the nose. There
are engraved control surface outlines on
the wings, horizontal stab and fin, plus
rough but useable landing gear parts.
Details by AHS
and cabin windows, and markings for
Horizon are available. Dean has come a

long way since his first Twin Otter kit.
If you tried one of his earlier kits and

were put off by the task before you, I
suggest you give one of his new kits a
try. Sasquatch should have their Convair
240 ready by the time you read this,
along with a number of their kits with
new decals.

If you have one

IYID-80 kits, but you would like the later
version with the "screwdriver" tail cone,
look to Fineline Conversions of the UK
for the answer. Conversion # FLC002

includes not only a beautiful resin tail
cone, but also a resin aft stairway,

etched brass handrails and engine

strakes. The price in the USA is $4.95
and it is available from Meteor Produc

tions, P.O. Box 3956, Merrifield, VA
22116, USA. The telephone number is
(703) 591-0652 for details and shipping
costs.

included for cockpit Doyusha has re-released the old

Nitto 1/100 scale DC-3 with Virgin Is
lands International Airways decals. The

colors aren't quite dense enough, but
the scheme is so pretty, I doubt anyone

will care. The box art shows a long win
dow above the wing, a modification not
mentioned in the kit instructions but

easy enough to perform. There are some

heavy-duty corrections and improve

ments in the rudder hinge area that may

be made with this kit, with the landing

with Lufthansa markings. One civil sur

vivor is preserved in the National Avia
tion Museum in Ottawa, Ontario,

Canada. (This is CF-ATF, msn 2718, a

W 34fgi in the colors of 1930s Cana
dian Airways Limited - Ed.)

The kit itself is very nice, with an

excellent reproduction of the corrugated
metal areas and two square inches of
etched brass details like engine
pushrods, instrument panel and a de
tailed passenger door. A vacuformed
cockpit wiondow completes an excel
lent kit.

are

Both Photos: United Air Line's 757.

built by Randy Auble from the Mas-
terkit 1/144 scale. He did lots of work

to improve this model. Especially, note

the flaps deployed. (All photos are by
the builders of the modelsshown.)

of Welsh Models'
duced "flattened tires" for the C-47/DC-

3 in both 1/72 and 1/48 scales. This

really shows well on a proplinerand True
Details have done their usual beautiful

job. The tires on the set I purchased

feature circumferential tread, and I as

sume the military-style cross tread is

coming as well. The price is around

$3.50 for the 1/72 scale set of two

wheels. Highly recommended, regard
less of which DC-3 you are building.

NEW DECALS:
Jenningscomes from

Unlimited decals. His
Big news

Heilig and Liveries

schemes). Eastern, Northwest, National

and Western. The resin fuselage is hol
low, well-proportioned and has a very

nice surface finish. I am not saying this
conversion will fall together like a
Hasegawa kit, but it looks very buildable.
Where else are you going to get a 1/
144 scale Electra?

Speaking of Hasegawa, they con
tinue to turn out Super Resort Express

Above- Joe Hotchkiss built this West-
Lockheed L-188 Electra in 1/144ern

scale.

E.J. WELDON of CBS Models has

packaged the excellent Sasquatch 1 /144

scale resin L-188 Electra fuselage for
the old LS Orion kit with decals for

American (two schemes), Braniff (two

l_Qft; 747 in Transamerica livery, built
by Tom Sheridan from the 1/144 scale
Revell kit.

While we are talking about conver-
and general kit improvements.

True Details, a firm well-known to we
IPMS types for fine detail parts, has pro-

sions

29
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am not alone.sions of the LS Orion kit in 1 /I 44 scale

into a Western L-188 Electra. The model

was built by JOE HOTCHKISS of North

Olmstead, Ohio. Decals are from CBS

Models.

some interesting odd decals, like a Ho
rizon Air F-28-1000 in 1 /144 scale, the

Horizon DHC-8-100 in 1/72 scale with

21 different fleet names for the

HobbyCraft of Canada kit, and for the

person who wants to combine military
and civilian modeling, a 1/144 scale
decal for the Canadian Armed Forces

A310-300 "Polaris" V.I.P. transport.

New projects from AHS include the

Canadian Cargo and Canadian Holidays
737s, Canadian North 737-200C with

gravel kit landing gear, and Eastern Pro
vincial final colors 737. O.K., there are

two more-distant AHS projects that
should be mentioned: decals for the

upcoming Revell Fokker 100 in the red
and yellow Palair Macedonian colors,

and the final two-tone blue and yellow

colors of Nordair.

On this page two photos of models in
American Trans Air livery: While on the subject of American

Trans Air, we'll close this photo ses
sion with a shot of TONY SCHNEIDER’S

1/144 scale 727-200 with Liveries Un

limited decals in their intended scale

for the Airfix kit. Tony, of course, hails

from Louisville, Kentucky, and has noth
ing but rave reviews for the decals.

Left: Tony Schneider's 1/144 scale
727-200 and

Below: Lockheed L-1011 Tristar built

by Fred Del Monico.

TOM SHERIDAN of Sunrise, Florida,
shows his Transamerica 747 in the next

photo. It was built from the Revell kit in

1/144 scale and has ATP decals, with

foil leading edges .and upgraded GE en
gines.

final pre-merger all-white scheme may
be modeled with these decals. Vince,

thanks for the review samples. DEPARTURE LOUNGE:

A few CAPTAIN'S LOGs ago, I re
marked about all the safety and instruc
tional markings there are on a modern

commercial transport. In the March/April
issue of the IPMS/USA "Journal,"
EUGENE JACOBI did an excellent arti

cle on detailing the Hasegawa 1/200
scale 737 in USAir markings, using pri
marily decals ... a lot of decals, from a

number of sources. Liveries Unlimited

has helped availability considerably by
providing marking details for our airlin

ers. We are not fully detailed yet, but

we are getting there, and its is good to
see IPMS/USA helping us along.

FRED DEL MONICO writes from

Elizabethtown, Kentucky, that he spe
cializes in 1/200 scale airliners. The

photo shows his 1 /200 scale Hasegawa
Tristar in American Trans Air markings
with decals from Liveries Unlimited. But,

you may wonder, how did he get those

decals so quickly? They aren't even

available as yet. Well, he used the 1/

144 sheet for the 727, with windows

from AHS. He ran out of fuselage

stripes, but found some in the scrap box.

Personally I find this scale swapping a

great deal of fun and I am glad to hear I

As mentioned here a few issues ago,

Aerocolours purchased the artwork for
the 1 /200 scale Alaska, Continental and

FedEx old colors decals from AA/ATP.

These decals are now available under

the Flight Path name. My delight in the
various Alaska schemes should be well-

known by now, so I was an early pur
chaser of the 1/200 scale 737 sheet.

Registrations are provided for both the
●200 and -400 series. Also new are a

1/200 scale DC-9/MD-80 sheet and

decals in that scale for the 727. The

metallic-gold tail globe markings on the
Continental decals are separate, so you

can position them yourself for perfect
registration. As on the Alaska sheet, a

registration block is provided to allow
you to model virtually any aircraft in the
respective fleets. FedEx's old colors
727, 747, DC-10, 737 and A300 de
cals are also available in 1/200 scale,

although the aircraft in the photo with
the DC-10 sheet looks a lot like an MD-

11. The latter would be good news,

except that I can't tell if the stripes are

long enough to be used on the
Sasquatch MD-11 conversion in 1/200
scale without purchasing a second
sheet.

line of excellent products now includes

more than 40 subjects in 1/144 scale,

and an additional 15 in a growing 1/
200 scale line. There are a lot of things
to like about these decals, but one of

the biggest is the attention to detail. Lit

tle items like engine nacelle warning la

bels and accurate wing walkways are
included. The 1 /144 scale Air inter A330

sheet, #A4-039, is a fine example. It

includes tiny lettering for the passenger
exits, GE logo and turbine warning stripe

decals for the engine nacelles, and red

alignment stripes for the forward fuse

lage. Perhaps most-unusual are two
well-rendered windshield wiper decals,

a first-ever decal item in any scale. If

this were not enough, Jennings has

picked up on a characteristic of Dick

Ward of Modeldecal fame in the UK. He

has included an update to an earlier

sheet, in this case #A4-023 for the Air

Inter A320 on the A330 sheet. It has

the small European Union flag and
Groupe Air France decals now displayed
on the real A320s. This doesn’t take

much space on the new sheet, but it

shows a concern for the modeler who

wants the utmost in accuracy. Well
Done!

lie, rather than just a dark-yellow. How
ever, even when they make a mistake,

as in the wrong size starboard tail log

on the SAS 767 sheets, they offer a

replacement logo decal free for the ask

ing.

Decals from Pals Flight have always

been an interesting experience, because

you never know what new ones will be

available, nor for how long. I ordered a

1 /100 scale Ansett New Zealand decal,

for example, and when Paul Smith sent

it, he indicated it was the last one he
had. My suggestion is to send for his
catalog list and order what you want as
soon as it appears.

One of the prettiest sheets he has

done is for the Airtours 767-300 in 1/

200 scale. Other pretty sheets include

the titles only for an Air Pacific/Fiji 747
and an EastWest 727-200, both in 1/

200 scale.

So, what’s new from Liveries Un

limited? They have 1/144 scale A330s

of Air Inter and Aer Lingus, A340s of
Gulf Air and Turkish, a 747 of Korean

Air, plus 1/200 scale 747s of Eva Air

and Philippines, DC-1 Os of American

Trans Air, Ghana and Philippines, an
A300 of Carnival and an Eva Air 767-

300. For the historic airliner buff, there

are 1 /144 sace decals for the Piedmont

727-100, BEA Red Square Trident 1C

and Comet 4B. Both the latter provide
very useful cockpit and cabin window

decals. Future projects include the
Aloha 737, Island Air Twin Otter and

perhaps a certain airline with, as they
say, more experience than the name

implies.

A special airline cup
We are all familiar with the air

sickness bags lhat airlines stuff in

the seat pockets "just in case," even
if we have never used one. Niek

Vermeulen of The Netherlands, who

has been featured in the CAPTAIN"S

LOG before, is a little more familiar

with these bags than most of us:
he has collected them since 1980

and his collection numbers about

2,000 from 400 airlines around the
world.

Last but not least, the local hobby

shop has Western Convair decals for the
dark-red and cream colors in 1 /72 avail

able to fit the Execuform kit. Decals are

included for 11 Convair cabin windows,

plus the cockpit, and these are also avail
able separately.

Aerocolours Graphics and Vince
Klimas haven’t been quiet either. First
Vihee provided the National Airlines Sun

King fleet in both 1/144 and 1/200

scales, including DC-8s, 727s in both
series, the DC-10 and the 747. All

sheets include titles, logos, stripes,
emergency exit outlines and ladies
names. Note that both the scheme with

the natural-metal lower fuselage and the

A number of new sheets in all scales

are available from Airline Hobby Sup
plies (AHS) in Canada. Russell Brown

has been working with Dean Slaybaugh
on some interesting projects. AHS has
produced 1/144 scale decals for the

Sasquatch DO-328 in Horizon markings,

Canair Cargo decals for the Convair 580
freighter, a Horizon DHC-8-100 decal

and a Hunting Cargo Airlines L-188
Electra decal for thg Orion conversion
mentioned earlier. They also have 1/144

scale decals for the Canair Cargo 737,
Royal Airlines pretty gold-trimmed 727-
300 and Tristar, and the Hunting Cargo
Vanguard and 727-200F. The Canair

737, Royal aircraft and Hunting Cargo
727 are also available in 1/200 scale.

AHS has a number of new window de

cal sheets, including Airbus A320, A32
and MD-11 in 1 /I 44 scale and MD-11

windows in 1/200 scale. There are also

This isn't to say that all is perfect
with Liveries Unlimited. The red in the

TAP Ait Portugal sheets apperas too

orange. It should be a deep-red as in

the national flag. The gold on the Gulf
Air A340 sheet should be more metal-

MODELER PHOTOS: But how many people remem

ber air sickness cups?

These cups were used long be

fore the paper bags came into use

in the early 1930s.

While visiting the American Air

lines Museum in Dallas, TX recently,

Niek saw such a cup from Ameri

can Airways on display (illustrated).

Niek has since learned that Eastern

Air Lines had similar cups, as did

many other airlines, no doubt.
After use, the cup was closed

with a lid that was also provided

and was given to the cabin crew

for disposal.

Niek is offering up to $100 for

The first two photos come from

RANDY AUBLE of Indianapolis, Indiana,

and show what a good modeler can do
to the not-so-great Masterkit 1/144

scale 757. He replaced the overthick

flaps, rudder and elevators with
scratchbuilt ones.Note that the eleva

tors are angled to the landing position,

and that the flaps are dropped as well.

Spoilers were fabricated, along with

their actuators, and the engines opened

up to show the thrust reverser cascades.
Randy didn't say, but I assume he used

the kit decals.

V

ii
original airline air sickness cup in

good condition and hopes someone
at Al '95 in Phoenix will be able to
provide him with one
table 197. Or people may write him
at: Niek K. Vermeulen, Riouwstraat

1 521 SC WOR- MERVEER, The
Netherlands. Or fax him details at
011-31-75-218-717.

an

, He’ll be at

55
The third photo comes from E.J.

WELDON of CBS Models. It shows one

of their Sasquatch Models resin conver-
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Photo 13 shows another design that
was never adopted by Continental. It

was created by a corporate image spe
cialist and featured what could best be

AIIKILINIE IDININEICWaVICIE
ABCO (Pt.2) -		

Not all samples garner an order

described as airplane windows. A blue

line on the edge of each piece finishedbi/ RICHARV W. LUCKIf^

the decoration.

When a new president came on

board at CO a couple of years ago, his
vision of the new corporate logo and
image did not match that of the corpo
rate image company, so the samples
were banished to the closet.

#73. Sample for Continental.
In the previous issue of the CAP

TAIN'S LOG I told you about the his
tory and current activities of the Abco

Trading Corporation in supplying the
airlines with quality in-flight dinnerware.
This time I'd like to show you some more
patterns designed by this New York

State company.

A few years ago American Airlines

upgraded their international business

and first class service. Along with that

upgrade came new china. Abco supplied
several designs (photos 14 to 20) for
consideration. None of them were se-

#7. Tower Air, current design. #5. Sample made for Sabena.

Photo 1 shows the current china

design of Tower Air. A new design and
decoration are in the works.

In the previous issue 1 told you that

not all samples garner an order. I am
pleased to share with the readers of the

CAPTAIN'S LOG, through the courtesy
of Abco, part of a folder from a presen
tation the company made to Continen
tal Airlines for what was to become

CO's BusinessFirst service. Photos 6

through 1 2 show the artwork and ac

etates used for the presentation.

lected. But Abco took the rejection philo¬
sophically.

We just keep them in the closet.
The casserole dish shown in photo

2 is in use with MarkAir. Abco also sup
plied casserole dishes to Olympic Air
ways (photo 3) and Finnair (photo 4).

Iri AUG 92 the company also sampled a
new design for Sabena (photo 5).

Below: #6-12. Artwork, samples and

acetates for presentation to Continen
tal Airlines for Its BusinessFirst class. #14-20. Designs submitted for new

American Airlines china but not se

lected by the carrier.

Below: #2. MarkAir, casserole dish.

dbo0
TRADING C^P,

COXtINtSTAl. MBl-INES

IMl.HSATlONftL FIB&T Ll.ASS

UIKINO SERVICES

PRESENTATION

CoMnNsmu. AnuNMCoMTIHWru. AtflUWS
ftfU Ctcu Srr\ifrTint C3ass fnlrrnnfimil S^rvin

●r.-vr-

#3. Olympic Ain^^ays
casserole dish.

r»r

Left: #4. Finnair,
casserole dish.

tm%m
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until the next time around," said Abco

(/ice-president Ann Mottola. Wings from Russia and
the independent states

WHaVT is it?
Finishing off this column are two

more photos taken in the Abco show

room. Photo 21 depicts a wide variety

of designs. Distinguishable are Carnival
Air Lines, Cayman Airways and Tower
Air.

by KEN TAYLOR

In the previous issue of "What Is

It?" 1 wrote I would show you some
badges and wings from the former USSR
this time, including wings from the sev

eral regions formerly under Soviet influ
ence.

Photo 22 depicts the china designed

for UltrAir, using a Polish-made ware.
Unfortunately, the airline went out of
business before any ware could be or
dered.

1 had great plans, but my pictures
never materialized, so I will proceed with
what I have found. (Author's note:

Some of these have been featured be

fore in Dick Koran's "Wings and Things"

columns over the years, but I am show

ing them here as part of the entire "pack
age".}

For many years badges and wings
from the USSR were almost unobtain

able. However, since the fall of the

Soviet Union in 1991 it seems that every

collection has Aeroflot pieces and every
trader box has at least one Aeroflot

badge. With that in mind I will show

only one hat badge and one jacket wing
from the former Soviet Union.

Rnslty, a book that inclirdes ALL
Transportation China (available iate1995).

It's called

dyifiiifiirlPaJt W®irtdl

\and will show

over 600 patterns of

.:^tr ● ● SAip
Ceramic Butter Pats.

Book will also contain;

● Production process for butter pats
♦ Rarity scale

● Reproduclions/Bogus pieces
● Manufacturers' samples

● Color section

#1 is the Aeroflot pilot cap badge in

use from 1970. It may still be in use

today.

As a SPECIAL pre-publication offer,
Royal Doulton has manufactured a

commemorative butter pat for our book.
U2 shows the captain’s wing of

Aeroflot in use from 1966. It too may

still be used by some captains today.If you have a butter pat you would like
to irtclude in ButtorPat World please write to:

RK Publishing ● 621 Cascade Ct. ● Golden, CO 80403
Phone/Fax (303) 278-0669

Quadtii 'SookjfoT tIU C'aC[ector

Special thanks go to Abco CEO Perry Delman,
excecutive vice-president Robert Deirnan, vice-

president Ann Mottola and managing director Pe
ter Kranes for making this story about the com
pany possible.

28 DIVISIONS

Until 1991, Aeroflot was the only

airline in the country. It had 28 sepa
rate divisions, each with their own wings

and badges. I am showing the wings
of some of these Aeroflot divisions.

#27. Wide variety of designs in Abco

showroom. They include Carnival Air

Lines, Cayman Airways and Tower Air

#22, UltrAir china that was never used

because the carrier went out of busi

ness before the china could be deliv

ered.
#3 illustrates the pilot wing of the

North Caucasus division out of the capi

tal Rostov, It dates from the 1970s.

tlA- is also from Rostov, of N.P.O.

Pankh Air, in use from 1 979 to 1 991.

#5. Wing from the Tadjik division in
what is now the Republic of Tadjikistan
in Central Asia, with the capital of

Dushande. The wing was in use from
1995 to 1991.

to 1991. It has an enamel center in red.

white, blue and gold with gold wings.

The letters CCCP (Cyrillic for SSSR) are
very prominent at the top.

#6. The Komi division based in the

city of Syktyvkar used this pilot wing

from 1960 to 1991. This region is now

the Republic of Komi.

ffl. The Tyumen division of Aeroflot
used this high-quality wing from 1960

ffQ. Wing used by the Magadan di¬
vision, based at the city of Magadan,

until 1991.

#9. Wing of Aeroflot's former Es
tonian division, based at Talinn on the
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#17. Baltic International Airlines is

a joint Latvian-American venture
founded in 1992. These are its hat

badge (top) and jacket wing.

#1 8. Cap badge (top) and jacket
wing of Latavio Latvian Airline, also
based at Riga. The airline was formed
in 1 992.

#19. Cap badge (top) and wing of
Latcharter of Riga, founded in 1992.

#10.
#20. Riair is another airline operat

ing out of Riga, Latvia. Rigas Gaisa
Linijas Ekspresis (Riga Airlines Express)

1992 and this is their
has the

was formed in

badge. The jacket wingcap

same design.

RUSSIAN WINGS
The following are a few wings from

Russia. First a couple of older w.ngs.

#21 I was given this jacket w.ng
many ea'rs ago by Oscar Ston erg^ a
long-time . “orn"n
He said he had „ who
A.T.C. pilot “J3raircraft to
flew American Lend-Leas
Russia. [ have no i
whether it is actually
make-up piece.

information
Russian or some

on

RIAIR

#20. number 2 jacket wing wa
Aeroflot cock-#22. This

by right-hand seat
and IS pre-19bD-

#16. worn

pit crew

modern,

wingNow for the very
#23 This jacket

Aerolicht, an ^dependent
i^^redTed, blue,

made of plastic v
kiddie wing.

fromis

irline based
is Alak.
white

with

ai

name

at Moscow

This brightly-coK

^"^rcka"slikea
L^tra senulne pilot wing.

Gulf of Finland. This is a genuine pilot's
qualification breast wing (though a poor
quality picture) and was used only in
1984 to celebrate 40 years of aviation
in Estonia. This division exists today
Estonia Air in what is now the Republic
of Estonia.

ESTONIA

#11. This all-enameled pilot cap

badge is the only insignia issued by Es
tonian Air so far. No jacket wings have
been produced yet. Estonian Air is the

state airline of the new Republic of Es

tonia. The colors in this badge include
three shades of blue with white and

yellow. The badge was first issued in
1992.

All counted there are eight airlines
in Estonia.

LATVIA

#14. Now we visit the Republic of

Latvia. This pilot wing has been in use

with BEL (Baltijas Ekspresa Linija (Baltic

Express Line) since it started service in
1 992.

founded inwasas

#24. its operat-

Moscow in - nd flew its first
ing certificate in 1 is its brst
charter in AUG
issue, used from

1993.WINGS IN USE TODAY:

Let us now leave the past behind

and look at the wings and badges of
today’s airlines in some of the independ
ent states in the former Soviet Union:

■a 1991 to

wing

1993current Transaero

,ccks like this, it was first,ssued.n
and remains in use today.

#25. The
#1 2. This pilot wing is also from the

Republic of Estonia and was issued by
an airline called Eesti Lennukompanii, or
commonly ELK. First used in 1 992, it is
made of bullion and thread on cloth.

#15. This very high-quality jacket

pilot wing is the only badge worn by
crew members of Inversija, an air cargo

charter company in Latvia. It dates to
1992. Inversija advertises they will de

liver your freight to any part of the world
by lL-76 charter flight. The airline is

based at Riga.

BELARUS

#10. Red, white and blue colors are

painted on a gold-colored aluminum cap

badge and jacket wing of Belavia in

Minsk, the capital of Minsk in Belorus
(formerly Byelorusssia. also known as

White Russia). This wing was first used
in 1992.

friend and corre-
of Riga, Latvia,

of the

I thank my good
sponden, Igors

'"and badges showrThere, and for
^ information that

#25.#13. This metal ELK wing has the
English translation of the company's
name. Estonian Aviation Company,
printed across the top section. I have

been told that 20 of these wings were
produced in 1991.

wings

the ever-important
with it.came

#16. Cap badge (top) and jacket

wing from the Latvian airline Transeast,
which started services in 1991.
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FRANK LICHTANSKI sent in a nice lot of BlLs:
#9 shows both sides of Reno Air's QQuick Escapes

service BIL. The colors are dark green on off-white and it
shows the airline's MD-82.

QQuick Escapes* VIA

% TII € t\ IE IE C IE aVTT IE E

by VON THONAS ^0'#10 is Egyptair’s new BIL, which comes in three ver
tical. The instructions in English and Arabic are at the top
in white on blue. The BlLs themselves are in maroon and

gold on white, with the text in blue. Remarkable is that
there is no score line between the instruction panel and
the top BIL to separate them. {See #28 for an older BIL
from Egyptair.)

The next two BlLs are from Air Algerie.

#11 is in red on white, with the name and address

text in English and Arabic in black. It comes in two verti
cal and has instructions in English and Arabic on the back
of the backing material.

#12 comes in three vertical, with all printing in red on

white. I suspect the instructions are on a panel at the
top, but I can't be certain because the top part is torn off

The bulk of this column is dominated

by new stickers, BlLs and tags of air
lines in Scandinavia and the Middle East,

thanks to several of our regular

contributers. But there are plenty of.
other new ones too.

Q

1-800-RENO-747
FOR AIR RESERVATION ONLY CALL 1 .SOCFRENO-AIR.

#1.

NAME
ANNE MALM of the International Airline Stewardess

Museum in Sweden contributed the following items from
Sweden and Denmark;

=tfe

PHONE

O
o
cn

#1. A large sticker from Maimo Aviation showing the
airline's BAe 146 short-range jet. The colors of the livery
are red and yellow with a black aircraft outline, on white.

#2. This Maimo Aviation BIL is in the same colors,
with the airline's red and yellow eagle logo prominent.

#3. This Falcon Aviation sticker comes in two sizes,
6x2 in (1 5.5x5.5 cm) and 3x1 in (7.2x2.5 cm). Its colors

are blue for the name and red for the logo on white.
#4 Linjeflyg uses this BIL in blue and orange on white,

$5. Transwede has this BIL in blue, yellow and grey
on white. (See also #28 for another Transwede label.)

Maimo, Falcon and Lynjeflyg are domestic airlines in
Sweden.

ADDRESS

UJ

o

o CITY / STATE / ZIP	

QQuick Escapes*

I

VIA

MAlM^AVtATiOM #9.
#10.BROMMA LIGGER BATTRE TILL. #2.

Piciisu lock voiir baggnyc

and affix onu of these

labels 10 each piece.FALLON
while

4" AIR ALCtRIE

. ylaii liijLa. JS
Nom .iUI

. jl* JU*i .f

6 JJI

AVIATION. jiAdresso

#3.
OC.

The next two BlLs are from Denmark:
#6. A small Danair tag which comes in dark blue on

white, and

#7 one from Maersk Air in aqua {top half) and dark
blue (bottom half) with white name and logo. (Both sides
are shown.)

Maersk started as a shipping line and I used to
their tramp freighters in many ports around the world
back in the 1920s. It started domestic scheduled and
charter air services in 1969. Scheduled short-range Euro
pean services are now also operated.

#8 BILL DEMAREST contributed this Flightstar BIL. It
comes in three vertical and the colors are dark blue

white, with a very light-blue large star on the right (which

doesn't reproduce). Flightstar was a domestic operator in

South Africa with ATR72 and Airbus A320, but it
pended operations on 11 APR 94.

EbvptRir Pays Ul

.VName

#11. POUR EVITER TOUT R'SQUE DE PERTE.
vmiS PTES INVITES A DECOLLER CES
2 CTIOUETTES ADHESIVES APPLIQ^R
SScUNE D'ELLES A LitjrEmEUR et aI FXTERiEUR DE VOTRE VALISE. EN
PRENANT SOIN DTNSCRIRE LES REN-
SEIGNEMENTS pEMA^ES.
N'OMETTEZ PAS ENFIN.

VERROULLAGE DE VOTRE BAGAGE.

o
LINJEFLYG LINJEFLYG Adii-ass Ul>.

#4.
AIR ALCERIeO^ Sj Z iJITelephone

Destination

Nom:	

pr6nom:_

Adresse:

Pays;	

see AU

'VITRAINiSWEOE

;0I _pxll
EavPTfhRo :JiJl

€ T6I:

Name

#12.#5.
u!>—' ●■j.Address .jii'i ●

on ●

11 BAGAGE

IDENTIFIKATiON
BAGGAGE

IDENTIFICATION
:w-Telephone

Destination

-+-V,sus-

#6.

"I■JI
En¥PTfJm u/fZ^JJp.C3^ i□FUITESTAR

n €SK AIR^ r ■>.

.U)‘Name . ■ . 1 ^ ^ ni.'.V'
.:'Y

Name 	
Naam

Permanent Address
Permanente Adres

Address <L

^ _u.

● ^7,<
BUtANf

Telephone

Destination
#8.

CAS

Country
Land 39

TH4a
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#22. This Gulf Air bumper sticker

comes in orange, blue, brown and green

for the scenery, green "Arabian Gulf"

text and gold hawk logo and name. The

top and bottom text lines are in black.

from the strip I have. Pictures and explanatory text about

prohibited items are printed in red on the back of the

backing material.
NON STOP TO THE

AirlK
03
O

AEABIANG
Name 	

Permanent

Address —

r#13 is from AirUK. It shows the Union Jack in red,
white and navy blue. The airline's name and other print
ing are also in navy blue.

#23 is a two-vertical of Gulf Air. Its

main colors are gold (name and logo)

and alternating grey and pink horizontal
lines.

J iJ

GUiE^VIRPHONECOUNTRY

#13. ABU DHABI, BAHRAIN, DOHA, MUSCAT

#14. #24. New Oman Air BIL in four-ver

tical. It has a black border and text. The

logo is in green, red and silver.

FOR RESERVAnONS-NstionwIds Toll Free (800) 367-5320

9537-5100882-8811

IMPORTANT

Please complete and
attach this ID tag
to the outside

of your luggage.

Thank You

Honolulu Toll Free

Neishbor Islands Toll Free #22.
mn

#23.
Addnu.

A I R LI N E S #25. Green on white Saudia BIL

with extensive instructions at the top

(with the main text lines in red instead

of green).

Mr.
sca.ap

U«rora iHAL 0107

#14. Hawaiian BIL with a red hibis

cus flower and purple (violet?) text. AerLingusPlease place under the seal In Irani ol you

NAME .yi

#26. This Delta Air Lines "Dusty the

Delta Air Lion" sticker may have been

issued for children. Its colors are orange

and yellow, with black text, on white.

Rlghl No. Date

#15. Aer Lingus uses this BIL in

dark/light green, and blue on white. Note

that it also instructs the passenger to
place the luggage onder the seat.

ADDRESS

Name. .VI

#15.
KckX i/iy otr

I orty tu otr **«ch Address.

COUNTRY

PHONE Country.
Pieui thJi UM* M lock

Phrmg

MOAS G5D cm#1 6. Manx Airlines operates out of

the Isle of Man, located in the Irish Sea

between Britain and Ireland. Its BIL is in

dark green on white and is two-sided,
with both sides identical.

#27. Delta's "Oasis" label for LAX

comes with a true desert scene; a green

palm tree, yellow foreground and sky,

separated by a purple mountain range.

The text is in navy blue.

manx

#24.#16.

#17. #25.
#28. Here is another Transwede la

bel with the airline's name and MD-83

aircraft outline in dark blue and the

cheatlines on the aircraft in dark and

light blue and yellow.

»3S.««<9|R*v.0S«3)

/i
Please lock you' bafigoge

and affix one of these

labels to each piece.

/O
■ jwl MU ^ ^!z:

p ^ y

.Vp»T, g/-.' iO-f, MV ^V

CIA BUVO
/

#29. This small label depicts the co

operation by Finnair, Lufthansa and
Transwede (l-r) at Stockholm's Arlanda

Airport. The background is black. (Is this
March 27 of 1995, or earlier?)

DON'T FORGET
Lietiivos aviaiini/n SAFEGUARD YOUR BAGGAGE

t «n^4ber your baggage mi4o arid out
2 ChaO-tn youf baggagoON TIME
3 Remova nic>^ay, dooumoAts valuables medonaj

keys and avcid eamaga el rostnelad aroeJas

4 Report immodtQ rely any CLaggago pro ble<ns.

YOU MUST LABEL IT

AS SKRAIDAU
UETUVOS AVIALIMJOMIS...!

KELEIVIS
/,

Name

#20.#18.

MAddress

snudin ^ngnmllDAVE CHERKIS as usual managed
to find some unusual new labels. This

time they include four from Lithuania
Airlines.

Telephone^

Destination. -V’Neme:

k. Addrae#:	

#17 &, 18 have a bright-red back
ground with white text and silver logo.

#1 9 shows a charicature of the air
line s 737 in red, white and silver on
white, and

#20 speaks for itself. It is also in
red (head) and black (text) on white,
with the logo in silver. Could anyone
send us a translation of the text on these
labels?

TRAMSWEDE
T«l:

#28.#,

snudin 'vV ^sgnuill
otLAXName .Y'

#29.Address Nim:
U>

Addr»««:

A.D L I. TA,'.STelephone..

Deatinstion.
#19.

SIES
f

#21 shows an older EgyptAir BIL.
The colors are brown on white and it
comes in two versions, one dull and the
other glossy. Both are in three vertical.

FINNAIR ● Lufthansa ● TRANSWEDE

Together In Terminal® Arlanda
from March 27

#21.

41
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The update list will contain the entries of new
members, changes of address and any renewal that has

If no changesYou never forget the
first time.

changes in what the member collects,
indicated, the entry will remain as it appears in

This will reduce the number of pages
are

the roster,

that must be used for the update, thus lowering the
cost just a little. If anyone has any questions on
this, please give me a call at HQ and we will talk

At this time about 275 roster booklets
I sure there will be

about it.

have been ordered by members,
more as the renewals come in.

With regards to renewals, with this printing of
the first issue of volume 21, only about a little

less than half the membership of some 1400 members
have renewed. What this does is cut down on the

number of pages in this issue and the next issue
of the LOG. I know it is a lot to expect 100%
renewals at the very beginning of the year, but
I have no idea what to base the budget for the year

hand at this

#30.

#30. JOHN HORVATH of Olympic

Airways in Chicago sent in this large

Virgin Atlantic sticker that could easily
double as a bumper sticker. The top is

grey with white text, the bottom is white
with grey text and the logo is in red.
There is another sticker like this, with

different text.

#31.

blue and silver on white. Berline { the

name actually is Ber line but is rarely

printed like this) is based at (East) Ber

lin's Schoenefeld Airport and flies two

Russian IL-18 propjets.

"Poster Art of the Airlines,"
"Nostalgia Northamericana,"
"Airline Artistry," and

"Nostalgia Artistica" are now priced
at (U.S.) $9 each, postpaid to members.

With postage now at $1.24 per book,
that is a bargain. I am running low on
some of these books, so get your order
in quickly if you want them.

California Central Martin 404 postcard from lAWP.

Photo by Carl Thompson.
If I would base it on what is on . * qj-

time, the four LOGs for 1995 would contain about 2b
pages each. However, I do have a
majority of the 1400 that subscribed in 1994 will
once again subscribe in 1995, along with some new
members that I hope we can sign up. Since we are
going to get a fast turn around from the printer on
this issue, there has been less time for members to
send in their renewals, thus reducing the amount or
cash now on hand to get out the next three issues.
Also with a reduced number of renewals, there wiii
be more members having their LOG sent by indivi
dual mailing instead of the bulk mail permit.
We'1l talk about this at the convention business
meeting and I'll let you know the results in tne
next issue.

on.

My first book, "Nostalgia Pan-
americana," is now out of print. The
others.

from the left hand seat

Paul F. Collins#31. From PETER RENTZSCH came

this Berline label. The colors are light "Lindbergh & Commercial Aviation, This issue of the LOG will start our 21st year

as a helper to the airline memorabilia collector.
Over the last 20 years we have seen the hobby of
collecting grow from a handful of collectors meeting
at private homes to groups of hundreds meeting
to buy, sell and trade items as small as a slide to
actual parts of aircraft. We have come a long way!
We still have a long way to go!

By the time you receive this issue, AI 95 will
be history and we will be looking forward to travel
ing to Bloomington, MN for AI 96, our 20th show. My
wife Pat and I are really looking forward to host
ing the next convention. We will be sending out
information on registration and other activities in
the next several issues of the LOG.

lUNI'OIC CIRIEW IINSlieNlAV

by STAN BAUIAiJALV
[Era Aviation I

You might notice the reduced advertisements in
this issue of the LOG. Since the last issue came
out I have had very little time to contact jnose
that have advertised in previous issues of t e
to see if they were interested in contmuemg
advertise. I am still looking for someone
be interested in being in charge of
vertising. I think we might have someone 1^° .
membership work, but we need someone that co
or write customers. Anyone interested?

Very slim pickings this time, folks.
If it hadn't been for the show in Atlanta,

I would not have been able to present
you with a column about new junior
wings at all this time .

Perhaps it is the airline economy that
is giving us fits when we try to find new
airline wing issues, but things sure are
not well out there. I have even heard a

romor that TWA is seriously thinking of
eliminating their junior wings.

that would

As you may have noticed we are now using a
little better grade.of paper to print the LOG. I
appreciate the comments that a number of you have
made, either by telephone or letter, with regards
to this change. All future issues of the LOG will
be printed on this paper--glad you like it!

I have received several questions regarding
the way the roster is now being handled. One
member wrote stating that she has never belonged
to an organization that charged members for the
membership list. I am sure that she meant that the
organization did not make their list a separate
charge, but you can bet the cost was included in
whatever her membership rate was. Of course, this
is what we did for years, until the cost of print
ing the roster became as expensive as printing a
copy of the magazine. I could have raised the
subscription fee to $25.00, to cover the cost of
the roster, but I am sure many of you would have
objected to that. And I would have agreed with
you. Since there is now a separate charge for the
roster, of those that have renewed for 1995, about

two-thirds of those renewing have not ordered the
roster, which tells me a lot of people had no use
for the book and we were wasting money by printing
1500 copies a year, plus updates.

Another question has regard? to the printing
in the update list the entries of those that do not
purchase a roster. The current roster (1995-1996)
contains the entries of anyunc that had a membership/
subscription that ended with any of the Vol 20 issues.

is an update
sti 11On page 47 you will note ^ ^

listing of back issues of the LOG t
available. I appreciate all the orders
come in recently for these older is .| ^
LOG. We are my, out of the Pan Ai"
we are getting a little low on seve nostaqe
Each back issSe is $4.00 which
in the U.S. and Canada. If air mail delivery
is requested, add $2.00 per issue.

DAVE CHERKIS did send along a
variation of the PSA junior wing, but I
eel the variation is so slight, it just goes
to prove that if you look long and hard
enough, you can find variations m many
different issues. In fact, JOHN
OOLLENTINE points out that if you look
on t e back of some Stoffel wings, you
WI see along with their name a small
num er 1 or 2 or 3 and so on. To me
this means different
wing and 1 ,

there is the
tion.

Illustrations 0 1995
by Herman Van Dyk#4.

British Airways Junior Jet Club, P.O.

Box 115, West London Terminal,

Cromwell Road, London, SW7 4ED, U.K.

and send one British pound or equiva

lent.

all-around. It is a foil stick-on type.

A final comment on led with
we close. These updates will no
your LOG as has been past ,*
the bulk mailing must be rnailing to U.S.
updates will be sent in a separate
members. All foreign updates wil

#3. Last but not least is one of the

recent upstart airlines. Leisure Air. This

is a gold wing with blue lettering. It is a
pin-back.

#4. Before I forget, Alaska Airlines

has re-issued a wing. All their junior
wings are the same except for the color

of the letters. They put out a new black-
lettered wing (or perhaps it is extremely
dark blue, I can’t tell which), but this

time they eliminated the pin-back and
used a stick-on back instead.

The

As I said above, thank goodness I

went to the Atlanta show and found

three new issues there.

runs of the same

am sure that with each run

■ possibility to find a varia-

the envelope with the LOG.

Until next time, I hope you
at AI 95 and will look
Bloomington, MN for the big 20

Happy

had a great time
seeing you at

#1. ERA Aviation came up with a

Stoffel S-5 style wing in silver with a

red "E" and black name. This airline flies

out of Alaska and does mostly charter

work with helicopters.

John Collentine also sent along the
o owing information about the British
Always Junior Jet Club:

According to his brochure, the
J.C.C, IS an international club for young
people ■ up to 16 years old - who have
flown on scheduled flights of British
Airways. If you qualify for the club and
warn to join, contact them at:

Collecting!

And that’s all folks. Hope to meet

you again in the next issue.
#2. UPS came out with a wing made

of gold foil. And I mean that it is gold

43Happy Collecting.
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BACK ISSUES CAPTAIN'S LOG

Following is a list of all available back issues of the
LOG. Each issue is $4.00 which includes postage to
the U.S. and Canada (all others add additional $2.00

issue for air mail or magazines will be mailed
The listing is by Volume,

issue number, number of issues still available, year
published and featured material. Send orders to
CAPTAIN'S LOG, Back Issues, 13739 Picarsa Dr. Jackson
ville, FL 32225. Make checks or money orders out to
WANS. Cash will be accepted. Please note that
two issues have the wrong volume and number. Vol 18
No. 3 is Vol 18 No. 4 (La Guardia Field on cover).
Vol 18 No. 1 is Vol 19 No. 1 (Delta DC-9 on cover).
Sorry for this mix up. Still plenty of Vol 20 on
hand.

(

If interested write or call(continued from page 45) activities in October.

Society HQ and I will be happy to mail you the info.
TT 95, 13739 Picarsa Dr, Jacksonville, FL 32225 or
cal 904-221-1446.

form and something about the time period when each
uniform was worn. If you collect uniforms this is
certainly a book you would need on your reference shelve.
Mr. Feld has worked long and hard to obtain the fine

Drop Bob a line if

per
via surface mail rate).

«%PP1.E VACATIONS

collection that he currently has.
your interested in obtaining a copy. Gary Plomp of Watsonville, CA has written informing

me of a new group that is interested in restoring a
Douglas DC-6. The organization is called RADIAL
REMINISCENCE. The aircraft that they will be re

storing in airworthy and v/ill be flown to California
where the restoration project will be done. At
present, the group is looking for nev/ members and
sponsorship to help finance the v/ork to be done,
anyone is interested in the organization, the
address is; Gary Plomp, 105 Progress Drive, Watson
ville, CA 95076.

m**********

the quarterly journal for those that"The Plane News,

collect aviation toys and models, is featuring the Boeing
Stratocruiser in their current issue (No. 25 May 1995).
If you collect in this field, this issue is one that you
"must have!" This issue is chock full of color photos

of display models, tin toys and other items along with
descriptions of all items illustrated. You can get a

copy of the issue mentioned above and a subscription
form by sending $11.00 to "The Plane News," P.O. Box
845, Greenwich, CT USA 06836. If additional information
is required, call 203-629-5270.

If

CP Air

Ozark

Zeppelins
Mi seel 1aneous

B-707/720

11 1986No 2Vol XII

Vol XHI

Vol XIII

Vol XIII

Vol XIII

NEW CARDS FOR THE COLLECTOR
10 1987

34 1987

26 1987

14 1987

No 1

No 2Books Americana Inc, have recently released a nev/
book "Collecting Toy Airplanes." Described as "an
identification & value guide" and the first reference
work devoted exclusively to collecting toy airplanes.
Hundreds of photos and listings with full descrip
tions and values featuring: AeroMini, Bachman,
Dinky, Edison, Fastwing, Hubley, Lintoy, Mercury,
Soledo, Tekno, Tootsietoy, Wildwing, Cox-Thimble-
Drome, pluse many others. Also includes tin airplanes
and tin helicopters. The book is softbound with 220

pages and will retail for $22.95. If your interested
in this book, please call Society HQ as we may be
able to get you a 20% discount on your purchase.

The International Airline World Publishing

Company has produced several hundred Hist
orical Collector Post Cards. Only 500 copies
of each of these cards is being printed. The
cards represent many aircraft and color schemes
never before printed as post cards. If you’re
interested in getting in on purchasing this
attractive set of cards, write to the address
below for all additional details and their

current listing of cards.

No 3
**********

No 4

On September 30/0ctober 1, 1995, a planes, trains and
auto TRANSPORTATION SHOW will be sponsored by the Mid
Atlantic Air Museum at Reading, PA Regional Airport.
The Museum is looking for vendors that can provide
model railroad material and other collectibles, air
plane models and other aviation memorabilia, both civil

and military. They are also looking for all types of
automobile material as well. If you have any of the

above and wish to have a table at this affair, or just
attend, please contact The Mid Atlantic Air Museum,
RD 9 Box 9381, Reading, PA 19605 or call Pete Mala-
shevitz at 610-372-7333.

DC-1 DC-2Vol XIV

Vol XIV

Vol XIV

Vol XIV

No 1

No 2

16 1988

1988 DC-3
1988 CAAC
1988 DC-8

15

41No 3

No 4 13

None of the Volume availableVol XV

Vol XVI

Vol XVI

Vol XVI

DC-3

Alaska A/L

Ansett A/L

No 1

No 2

No 3

19905

lAWP Company
140 W. Possum Road

Springfield, OH 45506

100 1990

19 1990

B-747

N Central

Ecuatoriana

199121No 2Vol XVII

Vol XVII

Vol XVII

199121No 3

No 4
**********

199112

Henry Holden, of the DC-3/Dakota Historical Society,
has just recently come out with a new book, on what else,
the DC-3! This book is titled "The DC-3 & C-47 Story."
The book comes in either soft or hardbound cover, has
450 plus photos and 3-view drawings on 315 pages. So
what could another book on this subject tell us that
all the other books published in the last 60 years has
not told us? Mr. Holden explains that during his re
search for an article he did for AAHS Journal, he
discovered what a unique airplane the DC-3 was. He
also uncovered some information that had not been

previously published. Along with this new infor
mation and lots of photographs, Mr. Holden feels that
he does have something "new" to present on an "old"
subject that you will find interesting and informative.
Henry states that this is not the final book on the
subject, because the old Gooney Bird is still flying,
just about anyplace in the world you go. When will the
final chapter be written? Maybe never? The book
retails for $39.95 in hardcover and $29.95 in soft.

There is a $3.95 shipping and handling charge. To
order write Aviation Heritage Books, PO Box 665, Destin,
FL 32540. Send check, MO, Visa or MasterCard.

Phoenix r
P* AJfiUNE« wmftNATlONAl ‘

CONVtKDON

Aeroflot

Cubana

1992Vol XVIII

Vol XVIII

No 2 36

1992No 4 24

AIRLINE LOGOS REPRODUCED IN PEWTER

Mi seel 1aneous
Miseel 1aenous

Mi seel 1aneous

Vol XIX

Vol XIX

Vol XIX

No 1 70 1993

130 1993

10 1993

Solid Pewter Belt Buckle	

91/2 oz. Rocks Glasses (Made in France) Boxed Set of 2
91/2 oz. Rocks Glasses (Made in France) Boxed Set ot 4.
Solid English Pewter Tankard 16 oz	
Colored" Ceramic 11 oz. Coffee Mug	

S13.00
.$14.00

.$24.00

.$38.00

.$ 8.00

No 2

No 3-

NEW AIRLINER VIDEOS● MUG COLOR CHART

ADVERTISE IN THE LOGCOBALT BLUE Allegheny / Lake Central /Braniff / Southern / Western
Trans Canada / Trans Texas / North Central

Just Planes at Los Angeles
Available now... Over 2 hours... Only $24.95
See over 80 airlines including: AeroCalifornia, Aeroflot,
Aeromexpress, Aeroperu, Air New Zealand, Air Pacific, Alaska,
AOM, Atlas Air, China East, Egypt Air. Eva Air, Great American,
Hawaiian. LTU, Malaysia Cgo, Markair, MGM. Reno Air, Skywest,
Taca, Thai, Varig and Vasp. Some rare visitors Include; Asiana's
747-400 Freighter, British Asia Airways 747-400, Corsair 747,
Canada 3000 A320, Southwest 737's in Shamu colors plus
Arizona One, Lone Star and Morris Air livery's.

Just Planes at Hong Kong
Available May 15lh... Only $24.95
Do not miss this spectacular video filmed from a wide variety of
locations around “Kai Tak" airport where daily visitors include airlines from all over the world.
747's and other wide-body aircraft are Hong Kong's main attraction, with lots of new Chinese
airlines operating around the clock.

>*>●»«»

Your advertisement for a product or service could
Our rates

LIGHT BLUE Altair/ Piedmont

be appearing in each issue of the LOG.
are affordable and we will work with you to produce
your advertisement anyway which you would like to
see it appear. If your interested in advertising in
the LOG, please send for our current rate sheet,
and I am sure you will be pleased with our rate
level. We now offer the "business card" size ad

for only $12.50 per insertion. For additional
information contact Society HQ or call 904-221-1446.

LIGHT YELLOW Noriheast Airlines

Hughes Airwest Inc. Bonanza, Pacific and West Coast

Empire / Frontier / PSA

Airnorih / Eastern / National / People Express
Republic inc. both North Central and Soulhern/Pan Am

Mohawk

□ORANGE

WHITE

BLACK

OzarkGREEN

SEND ORDERS TO:

yesterday:!
T'rrSi ikice 784 Fairway Circle
\IKLINto Baldwinsville, NY 13027

Airlines Flying “The Boeing 747”
Available May 15th... Only $24.95... Special $19.95 for first 1000 videos sold...
A Just Planes Special Presentation takes a look at the most famous commercial airliner of all
times. See every airline that's ever operated the jumbo from 1969 to 1995, that's over 130.
Lots of spectacular air to air scenes plus cockpit footage, and much more.
Order your copy TODAY. This speclsl price Is valid for a limited lime onlyl

COLLECTORS MODEL AIRCRAFT

Wooster ● Toys and Models
Atlantic ● Wesco ● Schabak

Shipping/Handling charges 1 item $2.00
2 or more items $3.50

Shipping Charges to Alaska and Canada Invoiced SeparatelyThis information is for those of you that are interested
in STEAMBOATS! The week of October 9, 1995 will find

some 19 riverboats meeting at the landing in Cincinnati,
OH for TALL STACKS III. From the 11th of October until
the 15th, there will be boat rides, boat races, early
and late diner cruises on those boats that have the
facilities, singing, calliopes playing and much more.
The event three years ago drew almost 2 million people
to the 5 day event! On hand will be The Belle of Louis
ville, the Delta Queen, the Mississippi Queen, the new
American Queen and ships from other mid and south US
river ports. I will be obtaining some flyers contain
ing information you would need to participate in the

SHIP TO;

Ol'on WciltfMide TtaSma ciinoi tn« lugail laMCVon ol tirbn* rTvodsla. Modsli
r«;,fl«trOTineConsl»li>tieintnd OC-910 in« 7«7-400 ana MO-11 P'lcai rar^a
Irom J6 00 lo' a 1 600 icaja B737-300 lo »S37 00 (o' a 1 100 acala B7*7-400

Wo ars your ultimale modal roaoupcoll

NAME:

ADDRESS:, Pay by US check or moneyorder.
We accept Visa & Mastercard.

JUST PLANES VIDEOS

P.O. BOX 285214

BOSTON, MA 02128-5214

CALI ON wnm us for free catalogs

/DARON

WORLDWIDE IRAOING INC.Add $4.50 S&H for domestic orders.

Int'l order pay actual shipping.
All videos available in PAL system-

add $5 per video.

PRICES EFFECTIVE 12^1^

18 Passic Ave., Unit 6, Fairfield, NO 07004
Order: 800-776-2324 FAX 201-882-8322

USA Toll Free (800) PLANES-6
Information (617) 539-3226
24-hour Fax Line (617) 539-3224
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8th Annual

NEWARK AIRPORT

AIRLINE COLLECTIBLES

SHOW & SALE

Fast mail-order hobbies worldwide!

■i

VISA
snj.

hosted by the Tri'State Airline Historical Society$ 2.00

$ 3.00

$ 2.00

.$ 2.00

Kit & Decal Catalog	

Color Slide Catalog & Sample
Slide Supplement 6-1	
Railroad Slide List	 Saturday, September 9,1995

9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.Credit card minimum $25.00

PLEASE no calls before 10:00AM PACIFIC time

Au
^W^^HIRLINERS

3014 Abelia Court

San Jose, California
United States of America

95121

(408) 629-2121

FAX (408) 629-2122

0 0 Nt23P*
O

1993
©

TT

TRADING/BUYING/SELLING OF AIRLINE MEMORABILIA ★★

● PHOTOS

● POST CARDS
● TIMETABLES
● AND MUCH MORE

● BOOKS

● POSTERS

● PLAYING CARDS
● MODELS

● SLIDES

● PILOT WINGS
● CHILDREN'S WINGS
● DINING SERVICE ITEMSCockpit Data Plates Original Aviation Collector cards on METAL

A SPECIF 1“ CATIONS
● Courtesy Shuttle Von to/from Newark Airport
● Special Weekend Room Rates: US $69/Nlght (Single/Dbl)
Mention Show - Book 21 days or earlier for special rote!

● Pan Am Aware Store

● Friday Night Get-Together and Slide Show
● Friday Night Slide Auction by Eddy Gual

At Thec
FIRST OC-^ FLIGHTAIRCRAFT

^ cPETport
T

C/N<

u
LENGTH HEIGHT

A
MAX. T/O WEIGHT

L SPAN

1000 spring Street, Elizabeth, New Jersey 07201 (908)355-1700ORIGINAL
POWER
PLANTS

CRUISING SPEED ■JKI&liilQiBfl
s

thisaa:

Children Under 12: Admitted FreeORIGINAL CONFIGURATIONMFD.

General Admission: $4.00 (Payable at Door)z OPERATOR PHOTO

E

WAITING LIST STILL AVAILABLETABLES SOLD OUT
FRONT BACK

DC-3 COLLECTOR SERIES Send Registration Form To:
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY OR TYPE

William Gawchik

88 Clarendon Avenue

Yonkers, New York 10701*5540
(914) 965*3010
FAX (914) 966*1055

Durable photographic-like
image on satin-finished aluminum

$5 each/set of 4 - $16

add $1 S-i-H

Send .320 stamp & # 10 envelope
for complete list of 55 data plates to:

Black Hawk Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 24

Mt. Freedom, NJ 07970

DISPLAY TABLE: U.S. $34.00

at $34.00 ea. = $

(Includes 2 Admission?)

No of Display Tables:

N136PB c/n1997#1 - PBA

#2 - American Airlines N21798

#3 - Vintage Airways
#4 - Piedmont Airlines N44V

Name
c/n2202

N22RB c/n4926

c/n4545

for MORE INFORMATION, CALL:
Address

★ BILL HOUGH (212) 689-3936

Tel: ( )

Fax: ( )

NO TABLE REFUNDS WITHIN

21 CALENDAR DAYS OF SHOW
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Collectors Senes
Aircraft

when you carry Wooster plastic

models, because Wooster has your

aircraft - from the Concorde to the

Boeing 777. These high gloss plastic
models are

meticulous detail, using no decals.

Models come with plastic stand
and attractive

for maximum visual imj)act.
series models

are available in 1:200 and 1:250 scale.

And ask about the Classic Range

Series and Super Range Series

offering superb quality larger models.

in

r 1

WtJlU.U Alt<l.l\'h:S

is proud to be the

exclusive .North American importer

of Wooster, the

model airplane!

Sening over 100 airlines worId\\ ide.

V

^ARON
WORLDWIDE TRADING INC.

SuperRange Classic Range
ScriesTel. 201-882*0035 ● Fax 201-882-8322

18 Passaic Ave, Unit 6, Fairfield, Nj 07004
Scries

DARON IS YOUR ULTIMATE MODEL RESOURCE


